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BAR fight Council sends police
Review board rejects Heritage
redevelopment plans
BY MISSY SCHROTT

If you’ve run out of shows on Netflix
and you’re looking for some drama-filled
entertainment, head to the city’s webcast archive and watch the Board of Architectural Review’s latest meeting.
A Sept. 2 concept review of plans to redevelop the Heritage at Old Town apartment complex quickly got heated after
BAR members rejected renderings of the
development and criticized the architect.
The Heritage is a 244-unit apartment complex that spans three blocks
in the southwest quadrant of Old
Town. The proposed redevelopment
would involve tearing down the existing buildings and constructing a 777unit complex on the property.
SEE BAR FIGHT
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Tacos from Taqueria Picoso.

review board back to staff
Councilors request more
analysis, including potential for investigative power
BY CODY MELLO-KLEIN

City Council sent a proposed ordinance establishing a community
police review board back to the
drawing board during Tuesday’s
legislative meeting.
The ordinance is part of a larger trend of policies that are being

considered across the country to
hold police more accountable and
end systemic racism, inspired by
the Black Lives Matter movement
and a series of high-profile police
shootings that shocked communities earlier this year.
Staff crafted the ordinance after
council unanimously adopted a resolution on June 9 to establish such
an independent body. The proposed
ordinance would establish a hybrid

model with both a community policing review board and independent auditor who would supplement
the board's work.
The board would have the ability to review and evaluate “policing
practices, policies, procedures and
outcomes,” provide recommendations to public bodies regarding
policies and practices and review inSEE POLICE REVIEW
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Hutchings’ leadership
comes under fire
Former senior staff question
'hasty' reorganization, division's future
BY CODY MELLO-KLEIN

Several former members of Alexandria City Public Schools’ leadership staff have criticized Superintendent Dr. Gregory Hutchings
Ed.D.’s behavior, leadership and
handling of the recent ACPS organizational restructuring.
These departed senior administrators allege that Hutchings mishandled the reorganization, which
eliminated the positions of several
department directors and Chief
Operating Officer Mignon Anthony. They contend the moves compromise ACPS’ ability to achieve its
long-term goals and have decreased

®

NOVA

already low staff morale.
According to these departed
staff members, the restructuring
typifies a broader pattern of behavior from the superintendent since
he started the job in 2018: a refusal
to listen to or communicate with
his leadership team and favoritism
toward those who support his vision for ACPS without question.
Some educators and members of
the community continue to support
Hutchings’ vision for the future,
especially as the school division
kicked off its first all-online fall semester in the midst of a global pandemic on Tuesday. However, these
former senior employees expressed
concerns that skepticism, apathy
SEE HUTCHINGS

PHOTO/MISSY SCHROTT

ACPS Superintendent Dr. Gregory
| 4 Hutchings Ed.D.

Matthew McCarthy

703-236-1366
4617 Duke St, Alexandria
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Christine Roland Garner
I Sell More Because I Do More!

The time to sell is now. Let me put my 32 years of experience to work for you!

Since 1988

KINSALE
$325,000

ROSEMONT
$895,000 - Under Contract

VICTORIAN HILLS
$1,300,000 - Under Contract

Catch oysters, fish
and sunsets. One
of the Northern
Neck’s best kept
secrets! All this
and only approx.
95 mi. from
Alexandria!!
This wonderful
home away from
home on the Yeocomico River has a private Pier, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 fireplaces AND BEAUTIFUL
WATER VIEWS! This waterfront home is located
in Shannon Park Beach. Working from home has
never been so relaxing. Take a break to go boating or
canoeing or just sit and enjoy the tranquility of the
water. Sunsets are amazing here!

Classic 1930’s bungalow with inviting
covered front porch located in sought
after Rosemont. Modern meets
vintage, the charm of yesteryear
with the conveniences of today! This
charming 3/4 bedroom, 2 bath home
sits on a lovely landscaped lot with plenty of living space inside
and out. Original hardwood floors on main level, updated
kitchen with white cabinetry, SS Bosch appliances, granite
countertops and gas cooking. Living room with a woodburning fireplace is adjacent to the spacious dining room and
kitchen, allowing flow for comfortable everyday living and
entertaining. Main level master bedroom with sitting area,
recessed lighting and ceiling fan will accommodate King size
bed. Two additional bedrooms with windows providing plenty
of natural light. Finished lower level is a welcome surprise with
a bonus room that is perfect for guests with outside entrance.

This hidden
gem has has
approx. 250K
in upgrades and
improvements,
stunning custom
wood French
doors to the main
level entry foyer
featuring a spacious open f loor plan perfect
for large scale entertaining or intimate family
holiday gatherings (when we get back to that!!)
This beautifully appointed home features
approx. 3,500 sq ft of refined living space on
a 10,664 sq ft LOT! Work from home, home
school, get your groove on in the kitchen,
swim or just relax!

MOUNT VERNON
$1,299,000 - Under Contract

NORTH OLD TOWN
$985,000 - Under Contract

KINGSTOWNE
$869,000 - Sold

Dreamy OASIS on half an acre
with in-ground salt water pool...it
takes STAYCATION to a whole
new level!!! House Beautiful with
interior sophistication describes
this approx. 5,000 fin. sq ft. home
with welcoming two story entry foyer and dual stair case.
There is a beautiful large ALL season porch which has
heat and AC, is insulated and has “windows” and screens
as well as remote controlled sun shades! The family room
is open to breakfast area and kitchen with huge island for
hanging out! Spectacular floor plan with open concept family room with coffered ceilings, gas fireplace , wood
floors , walk in pantry, garage access, butler pantry and
half bath. Formal living room, dining room and den.Four
generous bedrooms upstairs including a luxurious master
suite with walk in closet and fabulous bath

Beautifully renovated end
brick row home with covered
front porch and fenced-in
front yard with a white picket
fence!! All the wonderful
features of a 1920’s home
with the updates and modern
amenities and touches!
Exposed brick walls in
various rooms, 9ft+ ceilings,
mouldings, refinished red oak wood floors throughout,
freshly painted interior & oversized windows. Formal
living room with built in book shelves, crown moulding
and lots of natural light. Dining room with exposed
brick wall and service bar with, cabinets, quartz
countertop and wine refrigerator is perfect for parties
and entertaining (when we get back to that!).

Fabulous brick and
stone rambler on
over 8,500 sq ft lot!
City pools may be
closed but THIS
POOL IS OPEN!
Three bedrooms and
3 full baths. Beautiful
hardwood floors on the
main level, spacious living room with wood burning
fireplace and windows look out to pool. Large sliding
glass doors open to a huge deck with a lower level
private patio and pool access. Updated kitchen with
light wood cabinets, recessed lights, granite counters
and stainless steel appliances. The new glass door in
the hall invites you to to a finished lower level...and
you will be surprised!

Christine Garner (703) 587-4855

Weichert

My Priorities Are Simple...They’re Yours!
For additional information & Photos, Go to: www.ChristineGarner.com
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WEEKLY BRIEFING
ACT for Alexandria fall fundraiser Monte Durham to open new salon

to take place virtually on Sept. 23
The Fall Salud and Virtual
Celebration, nonprofit ACT
for Alexandria’s fundraiser,
is kicking off the fall season
on Sept. 23 from 7 to 8 p.m.,
according to a news release.
Like many local events
this year, the fundraiser will
take place virtually but retain the spirit of celebrating
the Alexandria communi-

ty, according to the release.
Those who register for the
virtual event will receive
a “Cheers in a Box” full of
items from local vendors.
The program this year will
include performances from
local singer-songwriter Luke
James Shaffer and violinist
Chelsey Green, according to
the release.

Registration for the all
Salud and Virtual Celebration ends on Monday and
tickets can be purchased
at https://bit.ly/ACTfallsalud2020. Proceeds from the
ticket sales will go toward
funding ACT for Alexandria’s
operations.
-cmelloklein@alextimes.com

Old Town Art Festival returns
this weekend

For arts fans missing the
city’s local arts scene during
the pandemic, the 18th Annual Alexandria Old Town
Art Festival is here to bring
work from renowned artists
to Old Town’s streets, according to a news release.
This year’s festival will
run from Saturday to Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., at a
new location: John Carlyle

Square, 300 John Carlyle St.
New safety measures have
been put in place to make the
outdoor art event safe for patrons. Attendees are required
to wear masks and sign up for
a time slot online, according
to the release. Social distancing will also be enforced
between artists and patrons.
Patrons can sign up for a
time slot at www.ArtFesti-

val.com.
Ranked as one of the top
art festivals in the country by
Sunshine Artists Magazine,
the Old Town Art Festival
will feature jewelry, handcrafted apparel, glasswork,
photography, ceramics and
paintings from local and national artists, according to
the release.
-cmelloklein@alextimes.com

PHOTO/DENISE DUNBAR

After much anticipation, Monte Durham, fashion director for
TLC’s “Say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta,” plans to hold a grand opening for his new waterfront salon at 210 S. Union St. on Saturday.
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Now Open!
All are welcome!

IMAGE/ACPS

Open 11 - 6 pm
1712 Mount Vernon Ave, Alexandria

The new organizational structure of Alexandria City Public Schools has the chief of staff overseeing
facilities and operations and human resources. The chief of staff reports directly to the superintendent.
HUTCHINGS

T H E

L E A D E R

I N

LASER DENTISTRY
N O PA I N
NO DRILL
NO INJECTION
NO ANESTHESIA
FA S T E R R E C OV E RY
Laser assisted treatments for bone
regeneration and implant procedures.

Deep root canal disinfection performed with
precise laser wavelength to sterilize and kill
bacteria and viruses.
Obstructive sleep apnea treatment with
NightLaseTM procedure reduces snoring and
enhances upper airway soft tissue function.
No need for injections or numbing
during the filling process.
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and fear of deviating from
that vision have grown since
the restructuring.

Evolving structures

When Hutchings first
presented the restructuring
to the school board in December 2019, he pitched it
as a necessary step toward
ACPS’ long-term goals.
“To be effective and efficient in delivering its goals,
an organization’s structure

needs to be aligned with
the objectives it is trying to
achieve,” Hutchings said in
an email. “This restructuring was put in place to ensure
alignment to the proposed
goals for the next strategic
plan (ACPS 2025: Equity For
All).”
Former COO Anthony
wrote a letter to the editor
published in the July 2 Alexandria Times refuting that
goal. The constant shift in
leadership over the years –
“the ACPS musical chairs,”

Living

Cosmetic facial skin rejuvenation procedures
include lips, freckles, sun spot removal, tear
trough smoothing and skin tightening.

406 Hanover Street

703.745.5496 | dentalexcellenceva.com

SEE HUTCHINGS

City

Laser application reduces dentin sensitivity
and disinfects tooth during tooth restoration.

3116 Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria, VA 22305

in Anthony’s words – results
in a lack of continuity and an
inability to make any progress on long-term goals, Anthony said.
Much of the criticism
around Hutchings’ handling
of the restructuring comes
not from the restructuring
itself, but the way by which
the process was carried out
and the motivation behind it.
“[We] weren’t surprised
it was going to happen,” Joe

Nestled in the heart of the historic district in
Fredericksburg, the Hurkamp house, circa 1848,
has a rich past sure to thrill anyone looking for a
unique home with both long standing history and
reﬁned and elegant features. With over 7300 square
feet, this home boasts 5 bedrooms, 12 ﬁreplaces,
exquisite original heart pine ﬂoors, a grand master
bath, basement bar and english gardens just outside
of the english style basement. This home sits on a
double lot which is included in the sale. One of the
last remaining buildable lots in Fredericksburg, this
currently serves as off street parking but could be
used to build a garage, guest house or pool. Just steps
away from all downtown has to offer and minutes
from the train station, this home truly has it all!!
For more information contact
The Johnson Team
540-498-8368
1st Choice Better Homes and Land
1302 Bragg Rd.
Fredericksburg, VA 22407
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Mackolandra, former ACPS
chief of human resources,
said. “… But [we] were rather taken [aback] by the rather
abrupt process.”
Hutchings maintains that
he informed his senior leadership team in September
2019 that he would share his
decision regarding a reorganization later in the year and
had informed the community
about his plans even earlier.
“Coming in as a new superintendent, you don’t want
to make a major decision,
like a reorganization, without understanding the actual
community and the staff issues and that type of thing,”
Hutchings said. “You don’t
want to be impulsive. You
want to understand the community first.”
Several former department heads said that they
were unaware of the reorganization until Hutchings presented it to the school board

I think that’s an area of
[needed] growth. It’s that whole
understanding of why people are
making the decisions they’re making.
The whole communication piece is
critical when you get to that level.”
– Joe Mackolandra,
former ACPS chief of human resources

in December 2019.
“I can’t really tell you that
I was ever informed about it.
It just kind of came about,”
James Bartlett, former ACPS
director of safety and security, said.
Another former member
of the leadership team, who
spoke with the Times on the
condition of anonymity and
will be called “John” in subsequent references, learned
of the restructuring only
when it was revealed what
positions had been eliminated, including his own.

Those whose positions
were eliminated due to the
restructuring, including Anthony and former Director
of Transportation Charles
Stone, generally ended their
time at ACPS in June, before
the new structure took effect
on July 1.
Poor
communication
with senior leadership was a
problem with Hutchings that
extended well beyond the
restructuring, former staff
members said.
“I think that’s an area of
[needed] growth,” Macko-

landra said. “It’s that whole
understanding of why people are making the decisions they’re making. The
whole communication piece
is critical when you get to
that level.”
“I’ve never been in such a
chaotic situation,” John said.

‘Personnel matters’

Several former staff members allege that the restructuring was designed around
further elevating those who
agreed with Hutchings’ vision and eliminating the

positions of those who had
disagreed with the superintendent’s decisions.
Those staff members
said that Hutchings began
seriously considering the
restructuring in October,
when an incident with ACPS
transportation
employees sparked a rift between
Hutchings and certain staff
members, including former
COO Anthony.
In early October 2019,
ACPS transportation employees were threatening to
strike, primarily due to wages being lower than other
divisions in the region. The
employees also complained
about Stone’s leadership of
the department.
Due to the complaints,
the superintendent placed
Stone on administrative
leave, which lasted for 45
days. When Stone returned
to work in November 2019,
he was reassigned as a conSEE HUTCHINGS

You can feel safe and confident
at Ashby Ponds and Greenspring.
In good times and uncertain times, there’s no safer, smarter place to be than at
an Erickson Living®-managed community like Ashby Ponds in Loudoun County
and Greenspring in Fairfax County. Enjoy independent senior living, plus a
safety net of additional support should you ever need it.
• Feel safe and secure in a community of friends, neighbors, and caring staff.
• Our full-time providers are available for telehealth appointments and even
house calls.
• You can rely on the expertise and financial strength of Erickson Living, a
national leader in senior living.

Learn more.
Call 1-800-746-1459 for
your FREE brochure.

14272816

HUTCHINGS
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tract-based director outside
the transportation department. His contract was then
terminated upon completion.
Hutchings and Anthony disagreed about how the
situation had been handled,
Stone said. Two months after
the transportation employee
crisis, Hutchings announced
the reorganization, eliminating Anthony’s position
altogether.
Anthony cited the incident with transportation
employees in her letter to
the editor, where she also referred to the reorganization
as “a hastily generated restructuring plan.”
Stone also asserted that
the
reorganization
was
quickly put together as a
form of retribution against

“I believe in VIP: vision, integrity and passion,
integrity being one of the most important things. That
is something that I live by every single day, in respecting
people in their profession. Even when I disagree, I
still believe in being professional and respectful.”
– Dr. Gregory Hutchings Ed. D.,
superintendent,ACPS
Anthony, himself and those
who didn’t fall in line with
the superintendent.
“This is a personnel
matter and ACPS does not
comment on personnel
matters,” Hutchings said in
an email when asked about
the incident.
However, Hutchings did
push back on the allegations
that he decided to restructure
ACPS because of disagreements with personnel. He as-

serted that any disagreements
he has had with staff have
been purely professional.
“I believe in VIP: vision,
integrity and passion, integrity being one of the most
important things,” Hutchings said. “That is something
that I live by every single day,
in respecting people in their
profession. Even when I disagree, I still believe in being
professional and respectful.”
Several staff members al-

BLUE PLAINS
SEWAGE PLANT
Lung Cancer • Other Cancers

Special trusts have been set up by vendors and suppliers
of the Blue Plains Sewage plant to pay asbestos victims. You can make
a claim without ever leaving your home.

If you ever worked at the Blue Plains Sewage plant before 1982 you may have been exposed to
asbestos - and not even know it. You could be entitled to multiple cash settlements without even leaving your house,
going to court, or filing a lawsuit.
If you ever worked at the Blue Plains Sewage plant, you were likely exposed to asbestos. If you have been diagnosed with Lung Cancer (even if you are a smoker) - or Esophageal, Laryngeal, Pharyngeal, Stomach, Colon,
Rectal Cancer or Mesothelioma, or know someone who died from one of these cancers, call

1-800-478-9578
Free
Claims Analysis

www.getnorris.com/asb

Nationwide Service

Birmingham, Alabama attorney Robert Norris helps injured claimants, nationwide, collect cash benefits from Asbestos Trusts. “No representation is made that the quality of legal services to be performed is greater than the quality of legal services performed by other lawyers.”

leged that the incident with
Stone wasn’t the only reason
Hutchings eliminated Anthony’s position.
"The operations department had, under the guidance of Mrs. Anthony, become very influential and the
reorganization diminished
that influence," Stone said.
The department managed
improvement and modernization efforts, including the
capital improvement projects
budget, and Anthony had
started to create and execute
a long-term plan for improved
facilities business processes.
In addition to Stone, Mackolandra, who started working
for ACPS human resources
in 2017, claimed he was put
on administrative leave from
December 2018 to May 2019
after he butted heads with
Hutchings.
“Dr. Hutchings said he
had lost faith in my abilities,” Mackolandra said.
“We had some disagreements on the ways some
things should be handled,
some personnel issues.”
Mackolandra did not return to ACPS at the end of his
administrative leave.
The treatment of experienced staff like Anthony,
Stone and Mackolandra represents a pattern of retaliation and a refusal of the superintendent to listen to his
team, according to former
leadership staff.
“If I had to give [Hutchings] advice, I would say,
‘Listen to the people around
you more because they’re
experts,’” Mackolandra said.
“You can’t be an expert in
everything, but you have to

rely on those people to be the
experts in their field.”
Three former staff members have filed legal complaints against ACPS related to the culture at the
organization. The staff
members declined to share
details of their complaints
for legal reasons.

Shaker Heights

Many of the complaints
leveled against Hutchings
by several former ACPS staff
members – lack of communication, lack of collaboration, sidelining of leadership staff and what former
staff members called “immaturity” or “narcissism”
– had surfaced previously in
Hutchings’ career.
Hutchings faced similar
criticism during his time as
superintendent of Shaker
Heights Schools in Shaker
Heights, Ohio.
When Hutchings was
hired as Shaker Heights superintendent in 2013, to
many he represented a welcome change after his predecessor’s lackluster attempts
to address racial inequities
in the school system, according to a 2019 Washington
Post story by Laura Meckler. Hutchings set about addressing the inequities in the
Shaker Heights school system, much like he has done
in ACPS.
Shaker Heights implemented an explicit open enrollment policy meant to address the “informal systems
that landed white children
in advanced courses more
often than black students,”
Meckler wrote. The equity
task force ended up recommending a “targeted universalism” policy that set high
standards district wide but
allocated resources in order
to ensure that students could
meet those standards based
on their needs.
Although Shaker Heights
staff
largely
supported
SEE HUTCHINGS
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Wilton Woods

Quaker Hill

Rosemont

If you are interested in selling but need to do some
updating, repairs, or staging in order to get top
dollar, contact us about Compass Concierge. This
exclusive program offers our clients the up-front
funds, interest free, to do the necessary work prior
to listing. Reach out to us for more details!

SOLD

1 0 0 0 DA R T M O U T H R OA D | A L E X A N D R I A
6 Bed | 4F 1H Bath | $1,349,500

2 3 M O U N T V E R N O N AV E | A L E X A N D R I A
2 Bed | 1F 1H Bath | $725,022

Braddock Heights

Del Ray

ACTIVE

5 9 3 7 T E L E G R A P H R OA D | A L E X A N D R I A
5 Bed | 4F 2H Bath | $3,450,000

Rosemont

ACTIVE

SOLD

SOLD - represented buyer

SOLD - represented buyer

1 9 M O U N T V E R N O N AV E | A L E X A N D R I A
2 Bed | 1F 1H Bath | $716,000

2 6 0 4 R I D G E R OA D D R I V E | A L E X A N D R I A
3 Bed | 4F 1H Bath | $1,104,150

1 3 W D E L R AY AV E N U E | A L E X A N D R I A
5 Bed | 3F Bath | $1,080,000

Buying a home in a market with limited
inventory and high demand can be a
frustrating process, but it’s doesn’t have to
be.

“The Blumel Adams Group is fierce. I have bought and sold 10 homes across 7
states, and I have never experienced such an organized, professional, dedicated, brilliant, cohesive team like them. I don’t know why anyone would choose
another real estate professional. They set the bar very high, I cannot thank them
enough for helping me.” - Pam. M

We have successfully helped hundreds of
buyers find the home of their dreams. Let us
put our years of experience to work for you.
Here’s what some of our recent clients have
to say:

“As first time home buyers, my wife and I were very nervous about the home
buying experience; add in the pandemic and we were very confused. But, the
team made the process seamless and safe. We were able to find a great home to
raise our daughter in and we are confident we wouldn’t be moving in next
week without them.” - Drew M.

DAYNA BLUMEL
& KERRY ADAMS
D: 703.597.2252 | K: 703.587.7841
dayna.blumel@compass.com
kerry.adams@compass.com
BlumelAdams.com

Offering Exceptional Service in
Every Price Range
Washingtonian Top Agents 2015-2020

Compass is a licensed real estate brokerage that abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is not guaranteed. All measurements and square footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit
property already listed. Compass is licensed as Compass Real Estate in DC and as Compass in Virginia and Maryland. 1004 King Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703.277.2152
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Heating & Air Conditioning
703-683-1996

Celebrating
DOPTABLE PET OF THE40
WEEK
Years in
Alexandria

“ACPS’ commitment to
continuity and improved
facilities business processes – which
includes protecting and efficiently
executing the audacious citysupported $500-plus million capital
improvement program over 10 years
– is now struggling and uncertain.”
– Mignon Anthony,
former chief operating officer, ACPS
HUTCHINGS

www.rbincorporated.com

~ Special Needs ~

~ Canine Health Care ~
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homes in our city.

We salute the
staff and volunteers of the AWLA
to make this possible.
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RE INFORMATION ABOUT SARAH’S FUND, PLEASE CALL
September’swww.alexandriaanimals.org.
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“Let me find you a new
home, too.”
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Hutchings’ goals, some staff
complained about Hutchings’
approach to the job and his
behavior in pursuit of those
goals, according to the Post.
One teacher referred to his
listening tour with staff as a
“lecture tour.” Other teachers
felt Hutchings was blaming
them for the deeply rooted racial inequities in the district.
When Hutchings announced he would be leaving
Shaker Heights to serve as
superintendent in Alexandria, his hometown, many
community members were
concerned all the work he
had done to further equity
efforts would fall by the wayside, according to Meckler.
Some expressed similar sentiments to those expressed by members of the
ACPS community who have
accused Hutchings of using
his job in Alexandria as a
means to an end: “Some had
long thought he was using
Shaker as a stepping-stone
and said the announcement
confirmed it,” Meckler wrote.
Hutchings, who at 43
years old has already worked
eight years total as a superintendent, refuted these claims.
“One day, yes, I will aspire
to do other things,” Hutchings said. “I have a goal of being the U.S. Secretary of Education, but I can tell you that
Alexandria’s not the stepping-stone to get there. … I
was very happy where I was,
but I chose to uproot my fam-

ily and move them to serve
the community that helped
me. That’s why I’m here.”

Friends in high places

Hutchings’ connections
to Shaker Heights remain a
point of contention among
ACPS staff, particularly when
it comes to Chief of Staff Steven Wilkins, whose position
was created when Anthony’s
was eliminated.
Hutchings and Wilkins
have a relationship that
spans the superintendent’s
time in Alexandria and Shaker Heights, a bond that began
during Hutchings’ first stint
at ACPS.
When Hutchings initially started working at
ACPS in 2010 as director of
preK-12 programs, Wilkins
was in charge of the system’s HR department. When
Hutchings moved to Shaker
Heights, he brought Wilkins
on board to oversee facilities
and operations.
In June 2019, after
Hutchings had been ACPS
superintendent for about
a year, he brought Wilkins
back to Alexandria as chief
of HR after Mackolandra
had been removed from the
position. Less than a year
later, Hutchings promoted
Wilkins to the newly created chief of staff job as part
of the restructuring.
The restructuring eliminated the COO position and
instead created a chief of staff
who reports to the superintendent. The chief of staff, in

turn, oversees the executive
director of facilities and operations and executive director
of human resources.
Some staff members were
suspicious of Hutchings’ hiring of Wilkins.
“I think Dr. Hutchings is
shifting power in the organization to his liking and within
his comfort zone and removing those who don’t fully support his actions,” Stone said.
Hutchings said he hired
Wilkins for his qualifications.
“Our chief of staff, he has
a very unique background,”
Hutchings said. “… His background is HR and facilities
and operations. That is kind
of like a unicorn.”

Long-term impacts

It’s unclear how ACPS’
most recent change in leadership structure will impact the division. But some
former staff are concerned
that Hutchings’ attempt to
change course could compromise some of the long-term
plans Anthony had been
working on with the city.
“ACPS’ commitment to
continuity and improved facilities business processes
– which includes protecting
and efficiently executing the
audacious
city-supported
$500-plus million capital improvement program over 10
years – is now struggling and
uncertain,” Anthony wrote
in her letter.

SEE HUTCHINGS
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Nancy Perkins
2 0 2 0 S A L E S T O D AT E

ACTIVE | Represents Seller
302 S Union Street, Alexandria VA | $1,899,000

FOR LEASE | Represent Owner
417 Oronoco Street, Alexandria, VA | $4,700

SOLD | Represented Seller
606 President Ford Lane, Alexandria, VA | $1,850,000

SOLD | Represented Buyer
517 Queen Street, Alexandria, VA | $1,580,000

SOLD | Represented Seller
1118 Old Cedar Road, McLean, VA | $1,559,500

SOLD | Represented Buyer
156 Martin Lane, Alexandria, VA | $1,057,500

SOLD | Represented Buyer
801 Wolfe Street, Alexandria, VA | $1,026,000

SOLD | Represented Seller
2502 Cameron Mills Road, Alexandria, VA | $950,000

SOLD | Represented Buyer
3609 Bent Branch Court, Falls Church, VA | $910,000

SOLD | Represented Buyer
2428 Davis Avenue, Alexandria, VA | $810,000

SOLD | Represented Seller
6103 Olivet Drive, Alexandria, VA | $735,000

SOLD | Represented Seller
823 Church Street, Alexandria, VA | $720,000

Nancy Perkins
+1 703 402 5599
Nancy.Perkins@SothebysRealty.com
Watch My Film: NancyPerkins.ttrsir.com
400 South Washington Street, Alexandria, VA
©2020 Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty® is a licensed trademark to Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC. Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated. SIR1
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City Council approves loan for
Seminary Road affordable housing project
Pre-development
moves forward with a
contingency for community input

The site is currently occupied by a privately-owned
single-family home, a cityowned parcel of land and
Sheltered Homes of AlexanBY CODY MELLO-KLEIN
dria, a group home. As part of
Several affordable hous- the project, the group home
ing development projects re- units would be replaced with
ceived preliminary approval accessible units in the redefrom City Council at Tues- velopment designed for peoday's legislative meeting. ple with disabilities to live an
The most controversial site independent lifestyle, accordreceived a $250,000 predevel- ing to the staff presentation.
Several residents attendopment loan despite strong
ed council’s virtual legislaopposition from residents.
The proposed develop- tive meeting to oppose the
ment being pursued by the predevelopment loan, exAlexandria Housing Devel- pressing concerns about the
PHOTO/FRANK PUTZU
opment Corporation is locat- impacts such a project could
ed on three parcels of land, have on parking, density and The parcel of land to be redeveloped. Some residents near the proposed site for the Seminary Road affordat 4547, 4555 and 4575 Sem- flooding in the surrounding able housing development expressed concerns around flooding and the slope that ends on the property.
inary Road and would create neighborhood.
There are two 24-inch in overflow parking on surCarter Flemming, presi- that new developments must
about 60 affordable rental
and homeownership units dent of the Seminary Hill As- provide their own stormwater storm lines on the site that rounding streets if adequate
on site. Council’s consider- sociation, said that the area infrastructure, at some point run into a 48-inch storm parking is not provided.
Other residents, including
ation on Tuesday was wheth- is prone to intense flooding that new infrastructure con- pipe, according to Director of
er or not to grant AHDC a and that additional develop- nects to the existing infra- the Department of Transpor- Ellen Briscoe, argued that
$250,000
predevelopment ment could overwhelm the structure and we know that tation and Environmental only part of the site is able to
loan that would allow it to already heavily taxed storm- infrastructure here is already Services Yon Lambert. But, be developed due to a slope
inadequate
the
existing according to staff’s prelim- behind the site and alleged
system. Times | Quarter-page
assess
whether
the site is viSales
Gallery/Coming
Soonwater
| Alexandria
4C:for
5.5˝
x 4.5˝
inary analysis, there is cur- wetlands on the property.
“While we’re all aware homes,” Flemming said.
able for the project.
There are currently no
rently nothing troubling in
terms of stormwater man- known resource protection areas, streams or flood plains on
agement on the site.
“There’s nothing that we the site, according to a prelimhave seen in our current re- inary survey, Lambert said.
Councilor Amy Jackson
view of the process in its current proposed form that was a supported Flemming’s adOLD TOWN
Discover Sunrise of Old Town’s personalized
showstopper for us for storm- vice that staff perform its
approach to assisted living and memory
water capacity,” Lambert said. own assessment. However,
care—and learn more about our dining and
“Any future proposed de- Lambert said staff has alprogramming, coming in the spring of 2021.
velopment will need to show ready performed as much
through its design plans, analysis as it can at the pre• Highly trained, compassionate team
conceptual
surveys, field investigations development,
of caregivers
that there is adequate outfall stage of the project.
• Conveniently close to medical centers
Given the concerns from
for all the stormwater runoff
and hospitals
and that analysis will include residents, Councilor Mo Seif• Community cleaning protocols are
an analysis of pipe capacity,” eldein, seconded by Councilor
constantly reinforced, with professional
John Chapman, made a moLambert continued.
deep-cleans performed as necessary
tion to approve the loan with
Flemming
proposed
the
SCHEDULE YOUR
city defer the predevelopment the contingency that the city
APPOINTMENT
Contact us for more info:
loan and perform its own pre- and AHDC talk with residents
703-454-9900 | SunriseOldTown.com/Times
to address their questions
liminary survey of the site.
Off-Site Sales Gallery:
Resident Maureen Mun- prior to the money being dis© 2020 Sunrise Senior Living
700 Princess Street
cy expressed concern that persed to AHDC. The motion
All our team members are following COVID-19 infection control
Mezzanine Level
protocols, including wearing a mask. Number of visitors allowed
the lack of street parking on passed unanimously, 7-0.
Alexandria, VA 22314
inside is limited, to maintain appropriate social distancing.
-cmelloklein@alextimes.com
Seminary Road could result

The Very Best in Care
Is Coming to Old Town
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Alexandria Design
Studio Now Open
We’re thrilled to open our 4th design studio
at the corner of Washington and King.
Because during these times,
home is more important than ever.

Always Alexandria
If you're looking to remodel a kitchen, add a bathroom, finish
a basement, or build an addition, our proprietary CaseStudy‰
process delivers all of the information you need to make the
best decisions for your own unique project. We'll virtually
collaborate on ideas, develop three unique design options with your dream design virtually rendered in 3D - and include
budgeting information and timelines. Visit CaseDesign.com
to set a virtual appointment or to learn more.
Our commitment to providing a safe, healthy,
and respectful worksite and experience.

CaseDesign.com | 703.539.5000

DESIGN STUDIOS IN MD | DC | VA
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vestigations. It would not have
authority to investigations of
police incidents, according to
the ordinance.
Sarah Taylor, the city’s
legislative director, emphasized that the proposed
board is designed to evolve
over time to meet the community’s specific needs.
“We know from our research that these are meant
to be iterative,” Taylor said.
“They’re meant to grow
themselves. Their own work
will determine their future.”
The
proposed
board
would be made up of seven
residents appointed by council, including: at least three

ALEXANDRIA TIMES

members of historical racially or socially marginalized
groups that have experienced
disparate policing in the city;
at least one representative
from a racial or social justice
organization; and at least
one member with experience
in law enforcement.
Members would serve
three-year terms, except for
the first board, on which
four members would serve
three-year terms and the
other three would serve for
an 18-month term, according
to the ordinance.
Councilor Mo Seifeldein
was at the heart of the discussion around the proposed
ordinance. Seifeldein questioned whether staff had mis-

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF
ALEXANDRIA AND FAIRFAX PRESENT

Fore the
kids

interpreted council’s original
directive, since the ordinance
did not include an analysis of
a potential board with investigative and subpoena power.
“[The ordinance] sidesteps
the pain of these communities
[of color] that I am speaking
about,” Seifeldein said. “It also
raises a matter of process and
whether the council directions
were heeded or whether there
was miscommunication from
the council’s part.”
Seifeldein conducted outreach with local branches of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, Tenants and Workers United and other local
grassroots
organizations.
Seifeldein said he repeatedly heard that a review board
must have independent investigative power in order to
be successful.
Without staff’s presentation of more than just the
hybrid review board-auditor
option, Seifeldein argued
that council, and the community, didn’t have enough
information to make an informed decision about how to
proceed with a solution that

works for Alexandria.
“I’m not sure if I’m comfortable enough with sending this to the community
because what you’re going to
get from the community is
people engaging with what
they have now, not the other possibilities,” Seifeldein
said. “So, you’re already kind
of setting the premise of the
discussion.”
In addition to the proposed ordinance, Seifeldein
requested that staff create
another proposal examining
the pros and cons of a board
with investigative authority.
The board proposed by Seifeldein would conduct its own
investigations in parallel
with any internal police department investigations.
In response to Seifeldein's
concerns, City Manager Mark
Jinks said staff came forward
with one proposal because
that’s what staff believed
council had instructed. The
recommendation,
crafted
in 90 days, was designed
to start the board out with
more limited ability before
expanding its power in time,
Jinks said.

“To start the board out
with that function, it would
be a huge leap,” Jinks said.
“It would be better, I believe,
to start the board out with a
review of that [investigative]
function and get the board
up to speed, get everything
working.”
Vice Mayor Elizabeth
Bennett-Parker and Councilor Canek Aguirre echoed
Seifeldein’s comments and
hoped to see further analysis
of what different versions of
a police review board could
look like.
Seifeldein ultimately made
a motion, seconded by Councilor Amy Jackson, to send the
recommendation back to city
staff for revisions that would
include further exploration of
alternative options, including
a board with investigative authority, prior to initiating the
community outreach process.
As part of the motion, staff
will come back before council to present the revised ordinance as early as the Oct. 6
legislative meeting.
The motion passed unanimously, 7-0.
-cmelloklein@alextimes.com

18th Annual

ONLY 2
FOURSOMES LEFT

(Formerly on King St.)

MONDAY | SEPT. 14

9 A.M. REGISTRATION | 10:30 SHOTGUN
BOX LUNCH AND
BEVERAGE INCLUDED
Duke St. near Whole Foods

September 12-13 Lorem
Ipsum
Presented
by:
MOUNT VERNON COUNTRY CLUB
5111 OLD MILL ROAD, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22309

Sat./Sun. 10am - 5pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
NADIA PEDERSEN AT NPEDERSEN@BGCGW.ORG

JOSEPH CRAIG ENGLISH
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RENDERINGS/HORD COPLAN MACHT

Renderings of the southwest corner of the Heritage development from the July 15 BAR meeting (left) and
the Sept. 2 meeting (right).
BAR FIGHT
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Because two of the three
blocks fall within the Old
and Historic Alexandria District, the developer, Asland
Capital Partners, is required
to get permission from the
BAR to demolish the existing buildings. The developer
will also eventually request
that the BAR grant the new
development a certificate of
appropriateness.
In considering a request
for demolition, BAR members
have to determine whether
a building has enough architectural or historic value to be
worth saving. The BAR first
considered the Heritage demolition request on July 15, but
deferred the decision to September so that residents of the
complex could provide input.
The BAR also held a preliminary concept review of
the new development on July
15, during which members
directed the developer and
architect to bring the project’s height, scale, mass and
architectural character more
into alignment with the surrounding neighborhood.
When the groups reunited
on Sept. 2 to reconsider demolition and design plans, the
meeting started off looking
good for the developer: The

BAR approved demolition of
the existing Heritage complex,
having determined it did not
have enough historic or architectural value to be preserved.
However, things quickly went downhill for Asland
during the concept review,
after the architect, Hord Coplan Macht, presented updated renderings of the new
development.
The architects said that
they took the feedback from
the BAR’s July 15 concept review and reworked the plans
to bring the building more
in line with the rest of the
neighborhood. Some changes
included adding more balconies, opening up the pedestrian walkway and adding more
windows in order to “lighten
up” the design.
The proposed development would still be 777 units,
seven stories tall in places
and span a full city block.
BAR members were not
happy with what they saw.
“We had some very serious concerns at our last
meeting, and what came
back as changes weren’t actually changes,” BAR Chair
Christine Roberts said.
During the public comment period, Yvonne Callahan, vice president of the Old
Town Civic Association, said

the changes in the July 15 and
Sept. 2 renderings had been so
minimal, she could barely spot
the difference.
“When I look from one of
these pictures to another …
what I find myself constantly reminded of is that I’m
looking at a ‘Can you tell the
difference?’ little game in
the Washington Post Sunday
magazine,” Callahan said.
The majority of the BAR
members echoed that the renderings still do not meet the
BAR’s expectations of height,
mass, scale and architectural character. Several of them
were vehemently opposed.
“We need to start all over
again. I can’t support anything like this,” BAR member
Lynn Neihardt said.
In discussing architectural character, many said the
buildings look like something
better suited for Arlington
neighborhoods, such as Crystal City or Ballston.
“I gotta tell you, you gotta go back to the drawing
board,” BAR member John
Sprinkle said. “As many people have said, it doesn’t fly in
this city. It doesn’t appear to
be this city.”
BAR member Purvi Irwin
said she’d like to see more of
SEE BAR FIGHT
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HOMEOWNERS!
Will your home need
some exterior TLC
this year?
Let us put our 33
years of experience
to work for you!
We are booking
summer work now.
Call us today
to schedule your
free estimate!

703-684-7702

techpainting.com
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the area’s history integrated
into the design. The original Heritage buildings were
constructed in 1976 and 1977
as part of an urban renewal
project, when the traditionally Black neighborhood was
known as The Bottoms.
Irwin and BAR member
John Spencer agreed that the
buildings don’t necessarily
have to mimic historic buildings, so long as they fit in
with the surrounding streets.
“I don’t have a super big
issue with these being modern
buildings. I have an issue with
them being nonspecific about
where they are, more than
anything else,” Spencer said.
Roberts suggested that the
developer consider changing
architects.
“I think you might need a
new architect,” Roberts said.
“… It was as if someone was
playing with a program and
they typed in, ‘Let’s make this
more fussy and inelegant than
it already was,’ and what we got

RENDERINGS/HORD COPLAN MACHT

Renderings of the northwest corner of the Heritage development from the July 15 BAR meeting (left) and the Sept. 2 meeting (right).

was more fussy and inelegant.”
Roberts went on to suggest
that the added details were
like “putting lipstick on a pig.”
“The pig is too big, and
there’s no way to hide that.
It’s just too big and what you
came back with just made it
look bigger and worse and
more imposing,” Roberts said.
Roberts’ comments sparked
an argument with the developer’s land-use attorney,

Cathy Puskar.
“This is a voluntary concept review, and it doesn’t
seem like we’re getting anywhere with this board, and
these comments have been
over the top,” Puskar said.
“You’re basically saying, you
don’t support the height at all,
you don’t support the architectural character at all, you
don’t support the size, so any
of these additional items that

we bring back to you would
make no difference based on
the comments that have been
made tonight and the manner
in which you made them.”
Roberts agreed that the two
parties were at a crossroads.
“Ms. Puskar, then my suggestion to you is to come back
to us with a certificate of appropriateness so that we can
deny it and you can go to City
Council and [request] their

approval on it,” Roberts said.
The discussion ended without a resolution. Earlier in the
meeting, Roberts suggested
that there would be a third
concept review of the plans.
However, since the reviews are
voluntary, it is unclear whether that will happen. The project is slated go to the Planning
Commission and City Council
in February 2021.
-mschrott@alextimes.com

LI V E ON YOU R OWN TERMS
HERMITAGE NORTHERN VIRGINIA, a tree-lined senior living
community in the heart of Alexandria, provides our residents with the
tools necessary to live life on your own terms. We connect residents,
families, and loved ones through a person-centered approach to
senior living, ensuring support and services are tailored to your
individual needs. Our emphasis on togetherness creates a dynamic
and engaging retirement community that lets you thrive! Whether you
live independently or require more assistance, Hermitage Northern
Virginia is ready to help you enjoy a journey that you create.

LE T’S TALK TODAY TO CONTINUE YOUR JOURNE Y !
703 797 38 0 0
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PORT CITY
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The pastrami and Swiss bagel from Chewish Deli, a food truck business that plans to open a brick-and-mortar shop at 807 Pendleton St.

New restaurants open during pandemic
BY OLIVIA TUCKER

Despite the economic and public health challenges presented by the coronavirus, several local business owners have decided to take the leap and open
Alexandria-area eateries during the pandemic.
While it might seem counterintuitive to start a new restaurant in the
COVID-19 era — which has dealt crippling blows to many in the restaurant industry — these Alexandrians see it as a rare, if risky, opportunity. Most are operating with business models well-suited to the constraints created by the virus,
such as take-out or food trucks, and others offer outdoor seating.
“I think you have to be in it for the long haul,” Larry Ponzi, co-owner of Piece
Out, a new casual Italian restaurant in Del Ray, said. “We’re here to endure.”
SEE RESTAURANTS
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Piece Out

Ponzi and his wife, Christine, opened Piece Out in July.
The couple, who initially considered the idea in January
when the site at 2419 Mt. Vernon Ave. became vacant, also
owns St. Elmo’s Coffee Pub
and Cafe Pizzaiolo.
Though business seems
to be humming along now,
with a socially-distant line
of patrons waiting to pick up
their pizzas outside the shop
on any given weekend night,
the start wasn’t as smooth.
On their second-ever night
open the air conditioning
died and the power went
out, leaving the small staff
scrambling to fill a surge of
orders, Ponzi said.
Understaffing was a major challenge at the beginning, Ponzi said, thanks in
large part to the pandemic.
The Ponzis even recruited

PHOTOS/TOD CONNELL

Left: Elote from Taqueria Picoso.
Right: Taqueria Picoso offers a variety of tacos that pair well with their margaritas.

their college-age daughters
to assist with kitchen duty
and delivery. Fortunately,
they’ve managed to fully
staff all three of their restaurants since then.
Piece Out currently offers
a mix of take-out, outdoor
dining and limited-capacity
indoor dining. The restaurant
itself meets the moment well,
with a street-side patio and

sliding garage-style windows
for orders and pick-ups. Ponzi
said that though they’re faring well for the time being,
they’re looking forward to
transitioning to a post-pandemic style of service.

Taqueria Picoso

Thomas Voskuil, the
owner of Taqueria Picoso, said that early on in the

coronavirus crisis, his team
struggled to publicize the
fact that they were still open
for business. The Mexican
restaurant at 1472 N. Beauregard St. opened in late
January, less than six weeks
before the pandemic hit.
“The biggest challenge
has been getting the word
out,” Voskuil said. “We’re
here, we’re delivering and we

haven’t gone anywhere.”
To attract customers, Voskuil transitioned swiftly to a
delivery-based model, signing
up for food-delivery services,
including UberEats, Postmates, DoorDash and GrubHub. He even offered self-delivery in the beginning of
the pandemic, hopping in his
SEE RESTAURANTS
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We Are Back and Even Better Than Before!
Come Explore Blackwall Hitch Alexandria Located Right On The Waterfront

Available for Carry Out & Delivery
5 Cameron Street | Alexandria, VA
703-739-6090

BWH-AX Times Port City Flavor Sept.indd 1

blackwallhitchalexandria.com

9/8/20 10:36 PM
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The bar at Silver Diner.
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car to bring food to patrons
within a three-mile radius.
Voskuil also distributed flyers
on doorsteps in surrounding
neighborhoods, which he said
succeeded in attracting more
than a few curious customers.

Silver Diner

By contrast, Silver Diner,
located at 4630 King St., has
benefitted from longstanding
ties to the Northern Virginia
community. The restaurant
opened about a month ago,
becoming the 15th Silver
Diner in the D.C. metro area,
as part of West Alex, a new
multi-million-dollar, mixeduse community featuring a
Harris Teeter and an apartment building.
Co-founder and executive
chef Ype Von Hengst said
that prior to opening, the
biggest focus for the restaurant — which serves a full
menu of breakfast, lunch,
dinner and late-night offerings from 7 a.m. until midnight on weekdays and until
2 a.m. on weekends – was
on making the space as virus-proof as possible.
Silver Diner’s safety measures are substantial. In addition to offering both outdoor and limited-capacity
indoor seating, plexiglass
protectors have been installed around booths and
tables. High-touch surfaces
are regularly wiped down

and staff are subject to temperature checks and constant mask- and glove-wearing. There is also an HVAC/
UV system that increases air
flow and forces air over UV
coils to kill bacteria.
“We are doing everything
we can to make our managers, associates and guests
feel safe to come in,” Von
Hengst said.

Chewish Deli

For Gregg Linzey, the owner of Chewish Deli, COVID-19
is precluding him from being
in business at all. The popular
bagel truck was in an accident
in June, and has been in the
shop for weeks due to pandemic-induced supply chain
slowdowns.
Prior to the accident, the

PHOTO/GREG POWERS

Silver Diner offers ample outdoor seating.

food truck was perfectly suited
to customers’ needs, particularly early on in the crisis when
sit-down dining was shuttered
completely, Linzey said.
The business, which also
offers coffee and breakfast and
lunch sandwiches, is slated to
transition into a brick-andmortar location at 807 Pendleton St., the former location of
Pendleton Carryout Co., within the next few weeks, which
will be carry-out only.
Linzey also touched on
an issue that has impacted
the food service industry nationwide — obtaining a loan.
He said that despite the fact
that Chewish Deli, as a carry-out business, has fared

quite well for the majority of
the pandemic, financing was
“non-existent,” as banks are
wary of lending to an industry that has been especially
hard-hit by COVID-19.
“While a full-service,
high-end restaurant might
be down 75%, places that are
to-go are actually doing well
during the pandemic, and
[the banks] don’t differentiate,” Linzey said. “So it’s been
impossible for us to get the
funding we need.”

Boccato

Unlike other new restaurants, which were conceived of
prior to the crisis, Del Ray Boc-

cato is a truly pandemic-era
business. Owner Cristian Velasco, who has long dreamed
of opening a restaurant in the
Del Ray neighborhood, said
that when the storefront at
2400 Mt. Vernon Ave. recently
became vacant, he jumped at
the opportunity.
He has spent weeks readying the space and making it
COVID-19-safe,
installing
plexiglass shields and printing out posters reminding
patrons of masking and social-distancing
mandates.
Velasco said he plans to serve
homemade gelato, pastries,
empanadas and coffee.
-otucker@alextimes.com

0
. Union St
215 S
. • 571-312-801

Enhanced online ordering
& payment in advance!
Delivery service too!
Everyday small bowl
lunch special!

Belle View Shopping Center, 1510-A Belle View Blvd., Alexandria
703.660.6085 • www.dishesofindia.com

Now offering patio dining, take out & socially
distance indoor dining, and serving red, white,
rose & sparkling wine as well as Mimosas!
Our menu & more at cafedusoleilva.com • Order online or by phone.

TM

Café by Day,
Wine & Food Lovers
Paradise By Night!

207 King Street • mysonomacellar.com • 703-566-9867
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Kick off the school year with apple nachos

WTOP’s Top 10 Contest

::
Limited time only—CHILES EN NOGADA
Picadillo stuffed poblano with walnut cream sauce,
pomegranate, and parsley.
Please call or pre-order online by Sunday, 9/13!

We’re celebrating
Mexico’s Independence
SEPTEMBER 15–20, 2020

in our house, and they keep
him busy while keeping us
connected as a family. Apple nachos have become
one of those go-to recipes.
And with September here,
I know we will be making
them on a weekly basis at
the minimum.
Apple nachos were a hit
the instant they touched
down on my son’s plate.
I believe his exact words
were, “Wow, Mommy, these
are amazing. You are the
best, and I will forever listen from now on because I
am so happy.”
OK, maybe those weren’t
his exact words. But I did
achieve cool mom status for
at least a couple of hours. By
request, we have since made
apple nachos together several times.

$35

The greatest part of this
recipe is that it is adaptable for different situations.
Sometimes we keep them
healthier for a breakfast
dish, and sometimes we
add fun toppings if we are
making them as a snack or
a treat. Either way, you and
your littles will love this
simple recipe.
This easy recipe gets
even better: Everything you
need is either in your pantry
already or at your local grocery store. To the right is my
recipe for apple nachos.
The writer runs an Instagram
account called @allineedisaldi
which features quick, easy
and healthy family meals
with ingredients that are all
from the grocery chain Aldi.

SUSHI, TACOS AND MORE ON THE AVENUE
6

SQUID SALAD
marinated grilled calamari salad

7

Savor our fine fare &
perfect
fall weather
3-course
prix while
fixe dining
menu on
our Back Patio or Screened Porch.
205 E. HOWELL AVENUE
703-717-9151
WWW.DELRAYCAFE.COM

Open for

HOUSE
lettuce, cabbage, cucumber, tomato,
with choice of citrus or creamy shiso dressing

SEAWEED SALAD
traditional hiyashi wakame

We know. You thought it was Cinco de Mayo.

SUIMONO
shiitake dashi with fresh mushrooms
*with shrimp and rice
AGEDASHI TOFU
tofu kara-age in vegetable broth
EDAMAME

SKIRT STEAK
grilled, with chile shiso butterm

CHICKEN
grilled chicken teriyaki with cre
vinaigrette

curbside pick up,
indoor & patio
dining
6

SEARED TUNA SALAD*
served over mixed greens with honey-lime
cilantro dressing and rice

MISO

Entrée bowls served over your
seasonal greens, white rice, or

ENTREE BOWLS

|

for fall has to include Aldi. I
do all of my shopping at the
Aldi in Del Ray and run an
Instagram account called @
allineedisaldi where I feature recipes I make for my
family.
I love Aldi because it has
many healthy and organic
products that are priced well
below other leading grocery
stores. In one quick trip, I
can get everything I need for
seasonal, fun recipes. Aldi
also has fun, random items
in its middle aisle, but that’s
for another day.
Gearing up for fall and
winter, when we’ll likely be
spending long days indoors, I
have been trying to find and
test go-to fun, easy recipes to
make with my son.
Activities
involving
food are always a big win

HEATHER
MILLS

16

SALMON
grilled, with citrus-soy vinaigret

SALMON POKE*
raw salmon with lemon-chile so

4
5

with porkbelly-soy green beans
& steamed rice

Take out 4-9
Dine in 5-10
7
7

MAINS

Voted #3 Best Tacos

The greatest part of this recipe is
that it is adaptable for different
situations. Sometimes we keep them
healthier for a breakfast dish, and
sometimes we add fun toppings if we
are making them as a snack or a treat.”

SALADS

Apple season is upon
us. Yes, you read that right:
Somehow it is September
already, and apple season is
here. The summer seemed
long but also lightning fast,
and in just a few short days,
we will begin parading about
in plaid masks with a pumpkin spice latte in hand, heading to the orchards, or grocery stores, to pick up our
favorite seasonal fruit.
I love apples and all of the

SOUPS

recipes that you can create
with them. Fall brings many
warm, yet complex recipes,
such as pies, cobblers and
cakes. But when it comes to
cooking for my son, I need
something quick and easy.
And since most of us are
work-from-home
parents
now, I need fun recipes to get
him exploring the kitchen
with me.
I also need recipes with
ingredients that are affordable and easy to source, so
for me, the perfect recipe

BY HEATHER MILLS

5

CHICKEN TERIYAKI
GRILLED SKIRT STEAK

GRILLED SALMON OR MAHI-M

SEARED MAINE LOBSTER TAIL
12/20 dbl
with spinach, shiitake & yuzu-koshu soy butter

1472 N. Beauregard Street, Alexandria, VA | 571 970 0881
taqueriapicoso.com

WWW.DELRAYCAFE.COM
703-717-9151 • 205 E. HOWELL AVENUE

Full menu
available
11

SHRIMP TEMPURA
served with sweet-chile sauce

CALIFORNIA
kanikama crabstick, avocado &

8

CHICKEN TATSUTAGE
deep fried sweet soy and ginger marinated
chicken served with yuzu remoulade
VEGETABLE TEMPURA
assorted, served with vegetable tentsuyu

8

7.50

SPICY TUNA*
with spicy mayo & scallions

MAKI ROLLS

#picosogood

SMALL PLATES

SEARED DUCK BREAST
with mustard miso

YELLOWTAIL & SCALLION*
SALMON & AVOCADO*
TUNA & AVOCADO*

& CUCUMBER
1909 Mount
Vernon Avenue, DelEELRay
8
CUCUMBER & AVOCADO
703.836.1212 • www.kaizentavern.com

GRILLED SCALLOPS
with sautéed spinach, shiitake and bacon
GRILLED STEAK SKEWERS*
marinated skirt steak

TUNA* POKE WONTON “TOSTADAS” (3)

8

SHRIMP TEMPURA ROLL
with avocado & eel sauce

10
two pieces per order

WWW.ALEXTIMES.COM
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PORT CITY FLAVOR: Recipes

Apple nachos

Ingredients

Directions

• 1 apple

• Slice apple and lay out on a plate.

• Creamy peanut butter. Organic is good because it
tends to be runny, but you can also warm up thicker
peanut butter to get a runny consistency.
• Blueberries, blackberries or whatever berries
you like.
• Toasted granola

• Sprinkle granola on top. Tip: Toast the

granola in a small skillet first to make the
flavors pop.
•Add berries on top.

• Mini chocolate chips

PHOTO/HEATHER MILLS

• Drizzle peanut butter over top.

• Finish with a sprinkle of mini chocolate chips.

Note: You can also use whatever toppings you have or like. Some fun ideas are yogurt, chopped
nuts, coconut flakes or pretzels. You can also top them with tasty, drizzly sauces like chocolate and
caramel.

Riverside Taco Company’s guacamole
Ingredients
Guacamole
• 4 Hass avocados, ripe (should yield
to gentle finger pressure but not super
soft)
• 1 tablespoon, red onions, minced
• 1 teaspoon, jalapeño, minced,
seeds removed (to taste)

Charred tomatoes

Ingredients

• 2 Roma tomatoes,
quartered
• 2 tablespoons canola
or vegetable oil
• 1 teaspoon kosher salt

Pickled red onions

Directions

• Preheat oven broiler on high.
• In a mixing bowl, combine the tomatoes, salt and
oil, then spread out in a single layer on an oven pan.
• Broil for five minutes or so until lightly charred.
• Cool and roughly chop.

COURTESY PHOTO

• 1 tablespoon, cilantro, chopped

Ingredients

Directions

• 1 teaspoon, lime juice, fresh
squeezed

• 1 ½ cups white vinegar

• In a small sauce pot combine the white vinegar and kosher salt. Bring to a simmer
and stir until salt dissolves.

• ½ teaspoon Diamond Crystal
kosher salt (If using Morton, use ¼
teaspoon)
• 1 pinch, ground black pepper

• 8 tablespoons Diamond
Krystal kosher salt
• 4 cups ice water
• 2 red onions, julienned

• Pour into the ice water and stir, then pour over
the julienned onions.
• Store in the refrigerator. Onions are ready when they have turned bright red
throughout. Will take about 2 days, and will last up to 4 weeks.

Directions

Serving

• Cut the avocados in half and remove the pit. Remove the flesh with a spoon and
roughly chop. Transfer to a mixing bowl.

Place guacamole in a bowl and top with the charred
tomatoes, then pickled red onions, and some extra
chopped cilantro if you like. Serve with your favorite
tortilla chips, sliced cucumbers or grilled pita bread.

• Add remaining ingredients and gently mix with a wooden spoon or rubber spatula.
• Taste and adjust salt/pepper/jalapeño to taste.
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Extra Perks’ Taiwanese popcorn chicken
Ingredients
Marinade

Frying

• 1 lb chicken thigh, cut

• 1 cup sweet potato flour

into bite-size pieces

COURTESY PHOTO

Directions
• 1 egg, whisked

• Marinate the chicken pieces with all
ingredients for at least 30 minutes in
the refrigerator.

• 1 tsp grated ginger

Seasoning

• Dip the chicken pieces in whisked egg.

• 1 tsp grated garlic

• ½ tsp salt

• 1 tbsp brown sugar

• ½ tbsp five spice powder

• Coat the chicken in the sweet potato
flour and deep fry for about 5-6 min. or
until golden brown. Add basil leaves for
a few seconds to toss with chicken.

• ½ tbsp five spice powder • ½ tbsp chili powder
(optional)
• 1 tsp salt
• Handful of Thai basil
• ½ tsp oil
leaves

• Let the chicken drain on paper towel
then toss with seasoning and basil
leaves.

Extra Perks’ brown sugar pearl milk tea
Ingredients

Directions

• 1 cup Tapioca flour, plus
2 tbsp for dusting

• Steep tea leaves in 1 cup of boiled water for 15 minutes.
Strain out tea leaves, add fresh milk and refrigerate the
milk tea. Substitute 6 tea bags if preferred.

• 2 ½ cups dark brown
sugar, plus 2 tbsp dark
brown sugar
• 2 cups milk or almond
milk
• 3 tbsp loose leaf black
tea or 6 black tea bags

• In a small pan, simmer ½ cup brown sugar with water
over very low heat until dissolved.

ing water and cook for 20 minutes. Gently stir occasionally
during the process to keep the pearls from clumping.
• Turn off the heat and let the pearls sit for 15 minutes.

• Add ½ cup of tapioca flour and quickly stir until fully
incorporated (6-7 seconds). Turn off the heat then add the
remaining tapioca flour. Stir until dough is formed.

• Drain and rinse with cold water.

• Transfer to a flat surface, knead the dough until smooth.
Add a little bit of water or tapioca flour if it’s too dry or too
wet.

syrup. Remove from heat and add the pearls.

• Flatten the dough, cut into 1/3-inch-thick strips, dust
with 1 tbsp tapioca flour then cut and roll into small pearls.
Thinly coat the pearls with 1 tbsp of tapioca flour to keep
them separated.

FONTAINE

• In a 4 qt. sauce pot, place the pearls into 1 ½ cup of boil-

New hours

Mon. - Fri. 10:00 am - 2:30 pm;
5:30 - 10:00 pm
Sat. - Sun. - 10 am - 10 pm

• New Expanded Patio Seating
• Reservations and Walk-ins Welcome
• Continuing Curbside and Takeout
Order online at www.fontainebistro.com
or call 703-535-8151

• While the pearls are sitting, cook 2 cups brown sugar
with ½ cup of water in low heat until you obtain a thick

• Scoop the syrup and boba pearls into four 24-oz cups,
drizzle some brown sugar syrup in the cup wall.
• Add brewed black milk tea and ice cubes. Stir before
enjoying with a fat straw.

Support us by
supporting them!
Our advertisers are our
partners in bringing you
the news every week.
Please show them your
thanks by patronizing
their businesses.

WWW.ALEXTIMES.COM
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Charlie Kaufman enters the Twilight
Zone with ‘I’m Thinking of Ending Things’
BY RICHARD ROEPER

Place Jessie Buckley and
Jesse Plemons in a car, hand
them just about any decent
screenplay that justifies the
setting and you're halfway
home right there. But given
the script they're bringing to
life in "I'm Thinking of Ending
Things,” the latest film from
Charlie Kaufman, it's hardly
a surprise this turns out to be
one of the most intriguing and
creative works of the year.
How many movies are going to feature conversations
about suicide bombers, the
musical "Oklahoma!" whether
Mussolini got too much credit
for the trains running on time,
movies ranging from "Forget
Paris" to "A Woman Under the
Influence," the poems of William Wordsworth and a painting by Andrew Wyeth?
And that's just for starters.
It's been some 20 years
since Kaufman exploded on
the scene as the screenwriter
of such cerebrally odd films
such as "Being John Malkovich," "Adaptation" and "Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind." Kaufman's work became ever more surreal and
existential as he wrote and
directed "Synecdoche, New
York" (2008) and the stop-motion animated "Anomalisa"
(2015). With "I'm Thinking of
Ending Things," Kaufman is
directing and adapting the acclaimed 2016 novel of the same
name by Iain Reid, and he does

PHOTO/NETFLIX

Jessie Buckley in Charlie Kaufman's "I'm Thinking of Ending Things."

a brilliant job of remaining
faithful to the book while adding his own unique spin.
For a long and riveting
opening stretch, we're in the
car with Buckley's Lucy and
Plemons' Jake as they drive
in wintry weather to visit
Jake's parents on the farm
where he grew up. There's an
almost Woody Allen-esque
vibe at first, with Lucy saying
in voice-over, "I'm thinking
of ending things," while the
oblivious Jake prattles on in
a monotone about his love for
musicals. Is Lucy thinking of
ending the relationship, or
ending, you know, “things?”
Once the couple arrives at
Jake’s childhood home, the
tone switches to something
akin to a brooding horror film.
Jake gives Lucy a tour of the

farm and barely notices the
dead lambs frozen in the barn.
When Lucy asks what happened to them, Jake says, "I
don't know what you're asking.
They're already dead, what
does it matter!"
From there it only gets
weirder. Much. Weirder.
The house itself is dark
and foreboding, with ominous scratches on the door to
the shuttered basement and
creepy figures in porcelain
and wood on the shelves. You
can almost smell the must
and mildew.
Enter Jake's mother (Toni
Collette), a manic-depressive
whirlwind who has whipped
up a dinner straight out of a
1950s cookbook, and his father
(David Thewlis), a daft Brit
with an unexplained Band-Aid

on his head.
From room to room and
from moment to moment,
mom and/or dad seem to age
and then de-age at least 30
years. Then there's the dog,
Jimmy, who is always soaking
wet and shaking off the cold.
When Lucy visits Jake's childhood bedroom, she spots an
urn with a picture of a dog
that looks like Jimmy and a
little plaque saying, "Jimmy."
One is left hoping that's Jimmy II downstairs.
All very creepy stuff, but
"I'm Thinking of Ending
Things" isn't a ghost story,
nor is it the kind of film where
we expect to find monsters
lurking in the basement. It's
much more unsettling.
From time to time we
cut away to an elderly jani-

tor (Guy Boyd) who always
seems to be mopping the
high school floors at all
hours, except for the moment when he takes a break
and watches a romantic
comedy on TV that ends
with "Directed by Robert
Zemeckis." It's possible the
high school janitor is actually Jake, but we've learned
Jake is a renowned physicist,
so how does that add up?
Then there's Lucy, who is
being bombarded by phone
calls and grows jumpier as
the night wears on. By the
time Jake and Lucy stop for ice
cream in the middle of a blizzard, we are firmly planted in
the Twilight Zone.
Buckley and Plemons are
the glue that keeps it all together. Their early conversations, bizarre as they might
be, have the comfortable if
slightly tense rhythms of a
couple who are beginning to
know each other perhaps too
well. When the storyline takes
some drastic hairpin turns
and the entire vibe of the film
changes, they're right there
setting the tone.
But the true star is
Kaufman, who frames certain shots like someone who
loved "The Shining," and
stages a wildly creative dance
number out of nowhere. The
sets and lighting and crisp
editing help create that distinctive Kaufman flavor. "I'm
Thinking of Ending Things"
is crazy good.
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Left: Pearl Glam beautyberry has dark purple foliage, white flowers in summer and jewel-like purple berries in late fall and winter.
Right: Flashy chokeberry leaves seem to flicker like flames in the garden in fall. There are tall and small chokeberries, and varieties with red berries and black berries.

Shrubs that sparkle in the fall
BY MARTY ROSS

Summer is slipping away,
but there's plenty of life left
in the garden. As the season changes, the spotlight
shines even more brightly
on shrubs.
Shrubs are a garden's
middle layer. Beneath the
tree canopy and above the
free-for-all of flower beds,
shrubs give the garden most
of its structure and texture.
They anchor beds in place,
define edges and dramatically punctuate the garden's
spaces. They add not only
substance and character, but
color. Shrubs work very hard

Rais Mughloo
310 King St.
(240) 477-3196

for us without asking for a
lot of pampering – and they
don't fade away, like a summer romance, when the calendar turns to fall.
Eva Monheim, whose
book, “Shrubs and Hedges,”
extols the virtues of her favorite plants, is especially
interested in the sparkling
shrubs of autumn and winter,
prized for their flowers, colorful fall foliage, bright berries
and graceful structure. These
are the shrubs that make a
garden interesting all year
round, Monheim said.
The best shrubs have
something nice to offer in several seasons, Monheim said.

Ten years of
experience in
business & real
estate helping
people create a
home through decorating
with beautiful imports or
purchasing or selling a house.

One of her favorites is red
chokeberry, or Aronia, which
has white flowers in spring
and, in fall, leaves that light
up the garden like a bonfire,
rivaling the color of maples. It
also has beautiful berries.
Some chokeberries are
tall shrubs, but others will fit
in even a tiny garden. A cultivar introduced by Proven
Winners, called Low Scape
Mound, only grows to about
2 feet tall and wide, “and it's
the cutest thing you ever
want to see,” Monheim said.
“It blankets the ground.”
Low-growing shrubs have
the advantage of being extremely versatile. They're
great around the foundations
of a house, where they never
block the windows, and they
fall neatly into line along a
walk or around a patio.
Shrubs with bright berries are among the jewels of
a fall garden. Aronia's berries can be brilliant red or
shiny black, depending on
the species. Beautyberry, or

Callicarpa, shrubs have long,
arching stems covered with
clusters of rich purple berries
that last for weeks in fall. The
eye-catching berries of hollies and viburnums show up
from a distance but also draw
you out into the garden to admire the display up close.
And remember, when you
grow shrubs with berries,
you're not just adding an unexpected pop of color to the fall
landscape; you're also planting
a rich source of food for birds.
Judson LeCompte, a product development manager
for Proven Winners, travels
North America and much of
the rest of the world looking
for great shrubs for gardeners. Growing up in Alabama,
he learned to appreciate the
pleasure of fall gardens.
“It was the only time you
could go outside and not die,”
LeCompte said of the southern heat. "Fall is my favorite
time of year."
Beautyberry is one of LeCompte’s first choices among

fall shrubs.
“It's a no-nonsense plant,”
Le-Compte said. “It does well
across the country, it tolerates
bad drainage and it thrives in
heat.”
Re-blooming shrubs may
cause you to do a double-take
in the fall garden.
The Bloomerang series of
re-blooming lilacs is particularly striking, with a bright
fall flush of fragrant flowers
that all but cover the mounded plants. Re-blooming azaleas light up the shade under
trees with their flashy ruffled
flowers. Shrub roses often
put on a fresh and poignant
display of fragrant blooms in
fall, and the flowers tend to
last a little longer in the cooler temperatures than they
did in the heat of summer.
There's no need to wait until next year to give your garden a good jolt of color and life
with shrubs that shine in the
fall. This is a great season to
SEE FALL SHRUBS
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plant, and, as gardening has
surged in popularity this year,
growers have put their efforts
into increasing their inventory. Garden shops are well
stocked with excellent choices.
Planting now gives shrubs
a chance to establish healthy
roots in the soil before cold
weather comes around. Water
well after planting. You can
expect to enjoy flashy foliage
and, on flowering shrubs, fall
blooms this year. Berry-producing shrubs are likely to be
already loaded with fruit in
their nursery pots.
Finding a great place for
your new shrub is the easy
part. A spot right along the
front walk or on the edge of an
often-used patio will let you
get to know your new plant
and will help you remember to
water it once a week until the
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Left: The fall flowers of native witch hazels look like bright yellow, miniature party streamers. They bloom in late fall and don't mind freezing
temperatures.
Right: A lilac that blooms in the fall is not just a novelty – it's a delight. The Bloomerang lilac series from Proven Winners includes purple,
pink and dwarf varieties that only grow to about 3 feet tall and wide.

temperatures drop to freezing.
Take a look at your flower
beds and pick a shrub to fill
in a gap or to create a new

point of interest between perennials, even as they fade.
Make a place for fall-performing shrubs in beds along

the foundation of your house
or just by the front door, to
show your seasonal colors
until the holidays at the end

of the year grab the focus.
After that, your new planting
will just get better – much
better – every year.

HOME OF THE WEEK

Seminary Ridge home offers classic accents, renovated kitchen
With a well-maintained
yard, in-ground sprinkler system and professional landscaping that showcases an
extensive garden near the back
fence, there is always something blooming at this Seminary Ridge home.
A bluestone walkway and
stoop escort family and friends
to the front door. A foyer entry includes slate floors and a
sizable coat closet. This home
has stylish and neutral paint
colors throughout.
Floor to ceiling windows
fill rooms with an abundance
of natural light. Classic acRun in April and May 2020
cents, such as crown molding;
a chair rail; paneled walls in
the family room; wainscoting
and pristine hardwood floors,

AT A GLANCE
Location: 3812
Fort Worth Ave.
Neighborhood:
Seminary Ridge
Price: $1,095,000
COURTESY PHOTOS

Square feet: 3,456

Year built: 1976
walk-in
closet. There
dining room
present an need
area custom
Does your home’s
exterior
some
post-winter
TLC?
to entertain guests. The family is ample storage throughout
Beds: 5
Call us now for a FREE
estimate.
Our summer
is filling
up fast!
the house, schedule
including an atroom
features a wood-burning
create character.
The eat-in kitchen renovation was completed in
December 2019 and boasts
all new stainless steel appliances, a white Subway tile
backsplash, a double pantry,
durable flooring and under
cabinet lighting.
A grand formal living room
with built-ins and a spacious

703-684-7702

fireplace with brick accents,
paneled walls and glass doors
that lead to the deck.
The upper level includes
four well-sized bedrooms
and two full bathrooms. The
master bedroom comes with
an en suite bathroom and

tic above the garage and two
large custom storage closets
in the basement.
This home is a short distance to historic Old Town,
popular Shirlington and Washington D.C. for dining, shopping and recreational options.

Baths: 3.5

Contact: Sue Goodhart
of the Goodhart Group
703.362.3221. Compass
sue@thegoodhartgroup.com
thegoodhartgroup.com

Thinking of painting your home’s exterior before winter arrives?
It will be here before you know it. Call us now for a FREE estimate!

703-684-7702
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‘By right’ is usually wrong
An increasing number of proposals are coming before City Council that, if passed, would result in “by right” changes to buildings
in Alexandria. Many of these proposals would allow for significant
increases in building size with no formal public input.
This is, simply, wrong.
Alexandria is already the most densely populated city in Virginia,
with an average population per square mile of around 11,000. The
Port City has increased in population by around 18% over the last
decade, and the inordinate number of huge projects currently in the
pipeline will swell those numbers.
First, a brief primer in terminology, process and procedure:
• Alexandria has a Special Use Permit process that most current
developments or redevelopments must go through.
• The SUP process includes multiple points for the public to have
input into proposed projects. Depending on the project, this may include public outreach and information sessions and approval by the
Board of Architectural Review, the Planning Commission and City
Council. Residents are generally allowed to speak at public hearings
along the way.
• With “by right” developments, city staff can simply approve applications up to set limits, and the public is shut out of weighing in on
projects that have the potential to significantly impact their homes,
businesses and neighborhoods.
The phrase “by right” begs the question: whose rights?
City staff and elected officials supposedly work for the public, not
the other way around. Generally, the boss gets a say in big decisions:
Impactful change is not ordinarily imposed on those who pay the
bills by those who work for them. And seemingly small enlargements
on a building can affect the person who lives next door or the business down the street.
The rightful boss, the public, is not clamoring for an increase in
development projects in which they have no say. So why are our public servants, in text amendments galore, trying to shut the public out
of decisions that will bring our already overcrowded city to the brink
of un-livability?
Several zoning text amendments that would increase “by right”
approvals, i.e. decisions without public hearings or a formal public
input process, will be considered by City Council at Saturday’s public
hearing.
Two stand out. The first, docket item eight, regarding school size,
has received considerable attention. The other, docket item 12, innocuously titled “Small Business Practical Updates,” has not.
To their great credit, Planning Commission Vice Chair Melissa
McMahon and Commissioner David Brown led the push-back at
the Planning Commission's Sept. 1 meeting. The commission voted unanimously to remove the "by right" aspect from city staff's
proposal.
Under the astonishingly brazen staff proposal, public school
buildings roughly double the current allowed size could have been
approved administratively, without a formal public input process.
For example, under the staff proposal, Lyles-Crouch Traditional
Academy in Old Town, surrounded by two-story townhouses, could
have been expanded to about double its current footprint without the
neighbors – whose homes would have been dwarfed by such a massive structure – having any say in the decision.
But here’s the problem: City Council isn’t bound by the PlanSEE OUR VIEW
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“Where the press is free and every man is able to read, all is safe.”
				

- Thomas Jefferson

Your Views

We must save River Farm
To the editor:
Last Friday I was horrified to learn
that the board of directors of the American Horticultural Society decided to put
River Farm, where it is headquartered,
up for sale. Our family is a member of
the American Horticultural Society and
we live nearby.
River Farm is a national, historic
treasure. George Washington purchased
the land in 1760. The American Horticultural Society’s headquarters has been
there since 1973. As most of you know,
the grounds of River Farm provide a
magnificent pastoral view, not just for
members, but also for the public at large.
George Washington would be proud
of Enid Annenberg Haupt’s decision
in 1971, as a philanthropist, gardener
and member of the board of directors
of the American Horticultural Society.
Through her leadership and generosity,
the AHS purchased the 27 acres of River Farm, “agreeing to keep the property
open for the enjoyment of the American
people.” In fact, she did so in honor of
George Washington, one of our nation’s
first great gardeners and horticulturists.
When we moved here eight years ago
from out of state, River Farm was one of
the most attractive features. Annually
we have enjoyed the spring plant sale

and our home gardens are testimony to
that. Near daily walks with our dogs delight us. We, along with so many others,
savor sight of the flourishing meadow,
the eagle and osprey nests and, on occasion, the free-roaming deer.
The delightful shop with books and
garden-themed products has been a fun
place to find birthday gifts or a holiday
gift. Family and visitors join us on walks
about the garden. That’s just our story.
Living nearby, I’ve observed that
thousands of others relish time there for
never-to-be forgotten weddings, a fun
car show, summer camp and school field
trips for kids to learn about nature and a
host of delightful social events under the
stars and overlooking the river. Surely
George Washington, who cherished this
land, would wish for the public to continue to benefit from this glorious site.
Putting this, the land owned once
by George Washington, up for sale to
make way for what is likely to be another McMansion is simply not the way to
proceed. Money is not all that matters.
Disregarding the public good and not
engaging AHS members in whatever
the issue was that triggered the idea of
a sale is wrong.
SEE RIVER FARM

The opinions expressed in letters and columns are those of the
writers only and do not reflect the views, nor receive the
endorsement, of the Alexandria Times.
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I support redistricting reform
To the editor:
My experience in redistricting matters includes being the appointed authority
for two commissions, sitting
on another commission of
which I was the chair, negotiating maps on two occasions,
negotiating an agreed Congressional delegation map,
negotiating for the Pennsylvania Senate GOP caucus and
litigating a redistricting matter before the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court.
In general, my strong preference is to leave redistricting
to the legislature. I recognize
that this is perhaps unfair
to the legislative minority
so I would require that some
percentage of the minority
caucus agree to the proposed
map. Unfortunately, that option is not available.
The proposition on the
Virginia ballot in November
is the next best thing because legislators are heavily
involved. Legislators better
understand the ramifications
of the districts created. The
proposition going before vot-

ers would have a commission
with the following composition: eight legislators consisting of equal members of both
parties and eight citizens recommended by the legislators
to five retired judges for approval. My one reservation is
the five judges.
Legislators know considerably more about the basics
of difficult line drawing than
do outsiders. “Nonpartisan”
commissions are never truly nonpartisan. All members
have some desire or other
that they wish to fulfill. The
proponents of nonpartisan
models want to remove politics from redistricting.
This is not possible: Legislating is appropriately a partisan effort and no number of
nonpartisan commissioners
will alter that fact. You cannot take nor should you wish
to take the politics out of politics.
I support passage of the
redistricting reform ballot
measure in November.
-David A. Norcross,
Alexandria

RIVER FARM

their 2018 tax returns. They
say the organization:
“maintains, opens to the
public, and enhances River
Farm, the Society’s 25-acre
Headquarters, which was one
of five Virginia properties originally owned by George Washington. A site of regional, national horticultural and historic
significance, River Farm is open
to visitors and serves as a venue
for educational programs, botanically themed exhibits, civic
meetings and special events.”
The current board of directors, we suddenly learn, no
longer believes in River Farm’s
significance. It is therefore incumbent on us all to prevent
this sale and ensure that River Farm remains a cherished
place for public viewing and
enjoyment for years to come.
-Katherine Tobin,
Alexandria
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So, dear neighbors, think
about what River Farm and
the American Horticultural
Society mean to you. Take a
walk by there this week and
remind yourself of how River
Farm supports our community. Then join in. Stand up.
On behalf of the community and in respect for its notable history, let’s act.
Write your U.S. senators,
U.S. representatives, your state
legislators and Fairfax County
leaders. I’m confident George
Washington would want you
and our political leaders to
protect and share this splendid farmland and the valuable
public offerings it provides.
I can’t think of a better
way to describe the American
Horticultural Society’s importance than what is written in

The death of a tree

To the editor:
On Sept. 2, an “Eco City” that has been
designated a “Tree City,” along with Alexandria City Public Schools, had a beautiful old
oak tree cut down in order to make room for
a concession stand at the new T.C. Williams
stadium. Sounds like an article from “The
Onion,” doesn’t it?
Obviously, city officials prize monetary
gain over environmental awareness. How
else can the cutting of the tree be explained?
There are many ironies here – the designation of Alexandria as an Eco City and

Tree City are two, but another is that ACPS
lost a valuable opportunity to teach T.C.
Williams students about eco-stewardship.
Instead, the message that has been sent is,
“If a tree gets in the way of development,
the tree must go.”
The author Jodi Thomas has said, “When
trees burn, they leave the smell of heartbreak in the air.” I agree and wish to add,
“When a tree is cut down, it leaves the smell
of heartbreak in the air.”
-Mary Zoeter,
Alexandria

Kudos to Alexandria’s BAR

To the editor:
The Board of Architectural Review met on
Sept. 2 for a concept review of the Heritage
Project proposal, which was to include replacement buildings up to seven stories high,
designed in an anonymous style that, as BAR
members recognized, would be at home in
Ballston or Rockville but had absolutely nothing to do with Old Town Alexandria.
The proposed redevelopment would also
have more than tripled the population density of the existing Heritage community, to
777 units. Neighbors of the proposed project
became deeply concerned, and sent a large
number of comments to BAR, based in many
instances on extensive research and analysis,
rather than some reflexive “not in my back
yard” reaction.
Though we played only a minor role in this

effort, we feel compelled to express our deep
gratitude for BAR members’ careful consideration of the design concept, and unwillingness to be snowed by the association of the
project with a slight increase in modestly affordable housing.
BAR members repeatedly expressed their
recognition of both the grossly disproportionate size of the proposed buildings, and
their strikingly inappropriate designs for the
sites involved. As residents of Old Town for
close to 50 years, we have once again been
impressed by the quality of our town’s citizen involvement, both on the part of those
who expressed their views to BAR and, more
importantly, on the part of BAR’s members
themselves.
-William and Carolyn Doying,
Alexandria

Alexandria is overpopulated
To the editor:
It’s the obvious, yet uncomfortable culprit
no one talks about. However, its footprints
appear in several articles of the Sept. 3 issue
of this newspaper by planners and even outsiders whose real stake in our communities
seems to be profit over people.
From 2010-2018 Alexandria’s population
grew by 18.42%. The City of Alexandria comprises only 14.9 square miles. That’s more
than 11,000 people per square mile. The
consequences? Increased traffic congestion,
fierce and expensive parking competition,
overcrowded schools and a cost of living that
continues to skyrocket.
Who suffers most from overcrowding?
The more than half of renter residents, the
increasingly impoverished working class,
53.3%. Instead of addressing the root cause,
city planners want to feed the beast rather
than put it on a diet.

Their “solutions” are filled with the kind
of “smart growth” ideas we see offered in
nearly all densely populated cities these days:
keep building to accommodate even more
people rather than seek reasonable solutions
to arrive at a stable population that balances the needs of residents with economic and
ecological interests.
Build living quarters on top of school
buildings? Who is the first city planner, politician or developer volunteering to give up
their oversized homes and sculpted lawns to
do so? How much more open space or habitat
will be lost?
Population growth in Alexandria is eroding quality of life for its residents because of a
grow or die mentality fed to us by greedy developers. Grow endlessly in finite space? Get
real and do the math.
-Christy Shaw,
Alexandria
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OUT OF THE ATTIC

An example of American architecture on Fairfax Street
The two houses on the
south side of Thompson’s
Alley have been linked in
history for nearly 200 years.
Built between 1800 and
1805 by Jonah Thompson,
the three-story house fronting North Fairfax Street was
followed about 10 years later by a second home directly
behind the first.
These homes, on the east
side of North Fairfax Street
between
Cameron
and
Queen, had been joined by
a passage and were sometimes called “married houses.” The later home, seen in
this photograph, shows the
unusual eastern façade. The
unique Italian loggia features five arches and would
have originally been open

on one side, although windows enclosed part of it for
many years.
After serving as private
homes, the property became
a school for girls. James Hallowell operated the Alexandria Female Seminary from
1848 to 1860, where pupils studied English, Latin,
French, mathematics and
bookkeeping,
chemistry,
philosophy and rhetoric.
In the late 1860s, St.
Mary’s Academy opened
there, and in 1861, offered
courses in English, music
and art, with tuition and
board starting at $200 per
year. After St. Mary’s moved
to a new location in the early 1900s, the buildings were
used as apartments.

Under the ownership
of the Marshburn family,
the property was included
on historic home tours in
the 1930s. A 1935 newspaper account did not mince
words when describing it:
“Battered, weather beaten, stripped of nearly all
its exquisite woodwork, it
challenges the attention of
all lovers of early American
architecture. Standing on
a slight incline above the
Potomac, it still boasts of
a fine stairway and some
arches. The loggia at the
back overlooking the river is
beautiful in proportion and
design.”
Both buildings still stand
today and are private residences. The loggia is visible

OUR VIEW

truly belongs in the theater of
the absurd. And yet, this will
be debated on Saturday.
Less obviously appalling
but still of great concern,
the proposed zoning text
amendment in docket item
12 would allow “by right”
approval of: many new
restaurants, expansion of

restaurants and numerous
other businesses of up to
33%, a doubling of outdoor
seating at many restaurants, outdoor food and
craft markets and convenience stores.
These don’t sound dramatic, but if you live or work
near a business falling in

these categories, you will
have no say in their opening
or enlargement. Which brings
us back to the question: why?
Many years ago, Alexandria had a reputation of being unfriendly to business.
It’s now gaining the reputation of being unfriendly to
its own residents.

of this treasured Earth. Climate change is an existential
threat, and the issue of protecting our environment and
tree canopy should be more
important than ever.
In fact, we should be
planting more trees. I am
proud that we quintupled
the tree planting across
our city during my mayoral

term. Better stewardship of
our land and tree canopy is
needed to achieve the Paris
Climate Agreement goals.
As a city, we should strive
to make decisions that are
wise, that take a long view
and that also have a moral
compass.
This is a classic example
of why our city government

should always first reach out
for public input and why transparency and accountability are
key to our future as a community. We can and must do better as a city. We must be wiser.
The generations to come are
counting on us.

The Ariail family
Suzanne Brock
William Dunbar

HOW TO REACH US
110 S. Pitt St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-739-0001 (main)
703-739-0120 (fax)
www.alextimes.com
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ning Commission’s decision,
meaning this issue is not yet
settled.
How any of our city leaders
could think that a school costing at least tens of millions of
taxpayer dollars should be approved without taxpayer input
SILBERBERG
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people and for the people?
I have often stated, “We
are all the temporary stewards of this national treasure
called Alexandria.”
This means not only our
historic resources, but also
our natural resources. We are
all the temporary stewards

ALEXTIMES LLC
Denise Dunbar
Managing Partner

ALEXANDRIA TIMES

PHOTO/LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

The loggia at the Jonah-Thompson
House, 200 block North Fairfax
Street.

from Thompson’s Alley.
Out of the Attic is provided
by the Office of Historic
Alexandria. This column
first appeared in the
Sept. 23, 2010 edition of
the Alexandria Times.

The writer was mayor of
Alexandria from 2016 to 2018.

Weekly Poll
Last Week

This Week

What issue are you most interested in City Council addressing at its
first legislative meeting on Sept. 8?

Do you think a community police review
board should have independent investigative
authority?

66% Council's allocation of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security
Act funding.
15% The proposal to establish a community police review board.
13% Approval of the first buildings for Virginia Tech's Innovation Campus.
6% Approval of the Douglas MacArthur Elementary School rebuild plan.

A) Yes.
B) No.
C) I'm not sure.

Take the poll at alextimes.com
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Weekly Words

DEATH NOTICES
EOLA C. BASKIN (79), of Alexandria, Aug. 30, 2020
ANN BRADY (64), of Alexandria, Aug. 26, 2020
NELL BRILL (91), of Alexandria, Aug. 21, 2020
CLIFFORD CLINE (83), formerly of Alexandria, July 21, 2020
KAREN HILL (79), of Alexandria, Aug. 7, 2020
THERESE HOMAN (76), formerly of Alexandria, Aug. 25, 2020
SAMUEL L. MACK (63), formerly of Alexandria, Aug. 31, 2020
DONALD MERZ (68), of Alexandria, Aug. 20, 2020

Solutions from last week

HERMAN TURNER (96), of Alexandria, Aug. 23, 2020

CATCH A FALLING STAR by David Alfred Bywaters, edited by David Steinberg
ACROSS

1. Willing to do
6. Is indebted to
10. One may have soft arms
14. Minor altercation
18. "SNL" producer Michaels
19. See 115-Down
20. Came up
22. Continental currency
23. Money doesn't grow on them
24. Half a sextet
25. French word of gratitude
26. Advanced degs. for some
painters
27. Sandwich with corned beef
and sauerkraut
29. "My treat!"
31. Pranksters' presents
33. Putting two and two together?
35. Demeter's daughter
38. "We're through!"
40. Apt rhyme of "crude"
41. Exchanged
44. Style for a research paper,
often (Abbr.)
46. Naked
47. Half a Hawaiian fish
49. Lion group
50. "Summertime Sadness" singer
54. Like an upright crate
56. Digitize
57. Oklahoma city

58. You may clap after one at a
jazz club
59. Word with "shish"
61. First-aid expert, briefly
62. Given the current situation
64. Strict precision
67. Wheat type
69. Had a rest
71. Forty-___ (Gold Rush figure)
73. Shows the way
77. Married again
79. Gossip mag topic
81. Kind of acid in lemonade
82. Elected representative,
slangily
85. Some Muslim mystics
87. Notion
89. Island in the Dutch Caribbean
90. Marital vows
92. Theorize
94. Parka place
96. Namely
98. Kitchen gadget brand
99. Prefix with "morph" or "plasm"
100. There are typically 40 in a
working wk.
101. "Am so!" comeback
103. Have an inclination
105. Roof tile
108. Aristocrat's social asset
111. Certify, as a college
114. Like arteries and veins
116. Doorway curve

118. Raspy
119. Rights org.
120. Soiled
123. Bass and Chimay brews
125. Share a view
126. Fuss
127. Call to mind
128. Disappointing stocking find
129. ___ "Milkman" Dead III
("Song of Solomon" protagonist)
130. Wrapper's need
131. God whose name anagrams
to that of a romantic flower
132. Countercurrent
133. Reconsiders, editorially
DOWN
1. Extremely, informally
2. Scrutinized, with "over"
3. "Oh, yeah? You're just in denial!" and such?
4. In any way, shape or form
5. Puts back to the defaults
6. Choose
7. Fact-checker's cause?
8. Activist Brockovich
9. Walk heavily
10. "Dancing With a Stranger"
singer Smith
11. Mined resource
12. Bronze bust?
13. BMI rival

14. Many graduate courses
15. Breakfast in a clear liquid
diet?
16. "I smell ___!"
17. Discard
21. Number that shares a key
with *
28. Weeping mother of mythology
30. Slithery fish
32. Trail mix
34. Shapes with no corners
36. San ___, Italy
37. Posh
39. Catch with a rod
42. Dutch cheese
43. Bad impression?
44. Vow locale
45. Stop temporarily
48. Ready to bloom
51. John Jacob ___
52. Speakers' platforms
53. Like some poses
55. Greek column style
60. Interment
63. Make certain, as a victory
65. Number that shares a key
with !
66. Object at a shrine, perhaps
68. Parisian transit option
70. Crusoe creator
72. Makes over
74. Routed a Houston college?
75. Rome's river

76. Improvises vocally
78. Panicky feeling that all your
data is gone?
80. "This Hawaiian road is coming
to an end!"?
82. Gyro holder
83. Reason to take out the trash
84. Berth that isn't as high up?
86. Command to an attack dog
88. Upper house?
91. Undemanding job
93. Vocal quality
95. Shell that can function as a
horn
97. Vegan protein
102. Squiggly diacritic
104. Genetic material
106. Brides' partners, often
107. Accept with enthusiasm
109. Unsophisticated
110. Go over in art class
112. "This ___ a test"
113. Future twentysomethings
114. Great in extent
115. With 19-Across, role-play
117. Chunk of turf
121. Possible boxing outcome,
briefly
122. Word that may make you a
fiancee
124. Foxlike
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In Memoriam

Lee Roy Steele

AUCTIONS

Lee Roy Steele
September 10, 1918 September 13, 2011
Gone but not forgotten.
He sleeps in Jesus.
Your loving wife,
Mrs. Shirley Ann
Sanders Steele
Your son,
Robert Lee Steele

AAUCTION
Boat
ADonate
BSOLUTE
or Car Today!
13583 Lee Hwy, Washington, VA

Fri. Sept.25
Bid live or online!

FARM EQUIPMENT

ESTATE AUCTION Saturday,
LEASE YOUR LAND FOR
September 19th 9am. 247
HUNTING. Prepaid annual
Game Farm Rd. Cumberland,
lease payments $5M liability
VA 23040. Guns, coins,
insurance. We handle
equipment, tools, antiques,
everything for you. Base Camp
collectibles, 100's items.
Leasing 1-866-309-1507
Tilman's VA348 www.
www.basecampleasing.com
tilmansauctions.com
Promo Code:345
Want to get your news
(804)347-4963

HOME IMPROVEMENT

a day
before everyoneVinyl
else?
ATTN.
AUCTIONEERS:
Replacement Double
Advertise your upcoming
Hung Window $249* Installed
auctions
statewide
and in Times w/Free Trim Wrap. Call 804-739Subscribe
to Alexandria
other
states.to Affordable
E-edition
get your news delivered
8207. Siding, Roofing and More!
Print
Solutions night.
to and
your Digital
email Wednesday
reaching
your target
www.alextimes.com/
Thinking about installing
sign-up-to-receivee-edition
audiences.
Call this paper
a new shower? American
or Landon Clark at Virginia
Standard makes it easy.
Press Services 804-521FREE design consultation.
7576, landonc@vpa.net
Enjoy your shower again!
Call 1-866-854-7620 today

62mi
from DC

“2-Night Free Vacation!”

800 - 700 - BOAT
(2628)
(2628)

182
Acre
Farm • 3 Homes • 5 Scenic Tracts
ww
w.boatangel.com

Beauty,
andcenters
convenience
inAGAINST
Rappahannock
Co. just 4mi from the
STOP CRIMES
CHILDREN
sponsored tranquility,
by boat angel outreach
renowned Inn at Little Washington. Offered in 5 tracts from 16 to 79 acres.

TRFAuctions.com | 434.847.7741 |

VAAF501

POWER DESIGN NOW HIRING ELECTRICAL
APPRENTICES OF ALL SKILL LEVELS!
Visit powerdesigninc.us/careers or email
careers@powerdesigninc.us!
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RETAIL LICENSE APPLICATION—PART 2 (POSTING AND PUBLISHING)
PUBLISHING NOTICE

Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control Authority • www.abc.virginia.gov • 2901 Hermitage Road • Richmond, VA 23220 • (800) 552-3200

Please publish the following item in the legal notice section of your newspaper. Please refer to the instructions provided on page 9.

RETAIL LICENSE APPLICATION—PART 2 (POSTING AND PUBLISHING)
PUBLISHING NOTICE

[Full name(s) of owner(s):]

Playopolis LLC

Please publish the following item in the legal notice section of your newspaper. Please refer to the instructions provided on page 9.

________________________________________________________________
If general partnership, enter partners’ names or name of partnership. If LP, LLP, LLC or corporation, enter
name as recorded with the State Corporation Commission. If association or tax-exempt private club,
enter name. Only if a sole proprietor, enter first, middle and last name.

Scramble

Trading as: ____________________________________________________________________________
(trade name)

5412 Eisenhower Ave
____________________________________________________________________________________
(exact street address where business will trade)

Alexandria

____________________________________________________________________________________
(city/town)

22304-4820

______________________________________________________

Virginia
____________

____________

(county)

(state)

(zip + 4)

The above establishment is applying to Ì iÊ VIRGINIA ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROLÊ 

®Ê 1/",/9

Wine and Beer On Premises
Êfor aÊ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Ê license
(type[s] of license[s] applied for)

to sell or manufacture alcoholic beverages.

Laurence Smallman

Managing Member

____________________________________________________________________________________
(name and title of owner/partner/officer authorizing advertisement)

NOTE: Objections to the issuance of this license must be submitted to ABC no later than 30 days from the publishing
date of the first of two required newspaper legal notices. Objections should be registered at www.abc.virginia.gov

POWER DESIGN NOW HIRING ELECTRICAL
APPRENTICES
ALL
Misha's at SixOF
Prince Street,
Inc. SKILL LEVELS!
[Full name(s) of owner(s):] ________________________________________________________________
If general partnership, enter partners’ names or name of partnership. If LP, LLP, LLC or corporation, enter
name as recorded with the State Corporation Commission. If association or tax-exempt private club,
enter name. Only if a sole proprietor, enter first, middle and last name.

about the position…
Misha's Coffee
DoTrading
youas: love
working with your hands? Are you
____________________________________________________________________________
interested
in
construction and in becoming an
6 Prince Street
____________________________________________________________________________________
electrician?
Then the electrical apprentice position
Alexandria
could
be perfect for you! Electrical apprentices are able
____________________________________________________________________________________
to earn a paycheck and full benefits while learning the
Alexandria
22314-3333
______________________________________________________
____________ ____________
trade
through firsthand experience. Virginia
(trade name)

(exact street address where business will trade)

(city/town)

(county)

(state)

(type[s] of license[s] applied for)

Michael Von Elmendorf

____________________________________________________________________________________
a little
bit about us…
Power
Design is one of the top electrical contractors in
NOTE: Objections to the issuance of this license must be submitted to ABC no later than 30 days from the publishing
thedateU.S.,
committed to our values, to training and to giving
of the first of two required newspaper legal notices. Objections should be registered at www.abc.virginia.gov
back to the communities in which we live and work.
(name and title of owner/partner/officer authorizing advertisement)

or 800-552-3200.

more details…
Visit powerdesigninc.us/careers or email
careers@powerdesigninc.us!

or 800-552-3200.

805-52i (rev. 07/2018). This is an official state document. All information contained or submitted therein is public information. Please

refer to privacy statement (pg. 3) regarding personal/tax information. Reference instructions (provided separately) with questions.

näxxÓÊÀiÛ°ÊäÇÉÓä£n®° This is an official state document. All information contained or submitted therein is public information. Please

refer to privacy statement (pg. 3) regarding personal/tax information. Reference instructions (provided separately)Êwith questions.

Retail License Application, page 11

(zip + 4)

what
we’re looking for…
The above establishment is applying to the VIRGINIA ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL (ABC) AUTHORITY
Motivated
D.C.
who
want
to learn the
Wine & Beer
On &residents
Off Premises; Mixed
Beverage
On Premises
for a ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ license
electrical trade and have a high school diploma or GED
as well
as reliable
transportation.
to sell or manufacture
alcoholic beverages.

Retail License Application, page 11

ALEXANDRIA TIMES
ALEXANDRIA TIMES

AUCTIONS

to see how you can save
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIP-or
$1,000 on installation,
MENT
AND
TRUCKS
AUCvisit www.newshowerdeal.
TION.
Weds.,
Sept.
11
from 9
com/vapress
am to 3 pm. Large selection
of
equipment!
BidGenerators.
live at
GENERAC
Standby
3600
Deepwater
Terminal
The weather is increasingly
Road,
Richmond,
VA or online
unpredictable.
Be prepared
for
at
www.motleys.com/induspower
outages. FREE 7-year
trial.
Nowwarranty
accepting
consignextended
($695
value!)
ments!
Motleys
Industrial.
Schedule your FREE in-home
1-877-MOTLEYS.
assessment today. (VA16)
Call 1-844947-1479 Special financing for
ATTN.
AUCTIONEERS:
qualified
customers.
Advertise your upcoming auctions
or in other
ATTN.statewide
CONTRACTORS:
states.
Print and
AdvertiseAffordable
your business
Digital
Solutions
reaching
statewide
and in other
states.
your
targetPrint
audiences.
Call
Affordable
and Digital
this
paper
or
Landon
Clark
at
Solutions to reach Homeowners.
Virginia
Press
Services
804Call Landon Clark at Virginia
521-7576,
landonc@vpa.net
Press Services
804-521-7576,
landonc@vpa.net
BANK ORDERED AUCTIONHandyman
Equipment,
REAL
ESTATE Tools
& Trucks Inspections and
WATERFRONT
- 3-acre
Bids
open 9/5 @1
Bids close
wooded
homesite
fronting
9/12 @ 1PM Auction
Online
a pond on a quiet cul-dewww.Dudleyauctions.com
sac. 10 minutes south of
VAAF#1060
Lynchburg. County water,
covenants.
$90,000 - owner
EDUCATION/
financing
(434)
534-1681
CAREER TRAINING
AIRLINES
ARE HIRING
– Get
ATTN. REALTORS:
Advertise
FAA
hands on
your approved
listings regionally
or Aviation
training.
FinancialPrint
aid for
statewide.
Affordable
qualified
students
Career
and Digital Solutions that get
placement
CALL
results! Callassistance.
Landon Clark
at
Aviation
Institute
of
MainteVirginia Press Services 804nance
SCHEV
certified 877521-7576,
landonc@vpa.net
204-4130

SERVICES
HELP WANTED/
DIVORCE- Uncontested,
DRIVERS
$395+$86 court cost.

NEED
DRIVERS?
WILLS CDL
$195.00.
No court
Advertise
your
JOB OPENappearance.
Estimated
INGS
statewide
in other
completion
timeor
twenty-one
states.
Affordable
and
days. Hilton
Oliver, Print
Attorney
Digital
Solutions
to
reach
(Facebook). 757-490truck
Call
Landon
0126.drivers.
Se Habla
Espanol.
Clark
at Virginia
Press
BBB Member.
https://
Services
804-521-7576,
hiltonoliverattorneyva.com.
landonc@vpa.net
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Classifieds

HUTCHINGS

ESTATE SALE - LOG HOMES
PAY THE BALANCE OWED ONLY!!!
AMERICAN LOG HOMES IS ASSISTING JUST RELEASED
OF ESTATE & ACCOUNT SETTLEMENT ON HOUSES.

4 Log Home kits selling for BALANCE OWED, FREE DELIVERY
1) Model # 101 Carolina
2) Model # 203 Georgia
3) Model # 305 Biloxi
4) Model # 403 Augusta

$40,840.. BALANCE OWED $17,000
$49,500.. BALANCE OWED $19,950
$36,825.. BALANCE OWED $14,500
$42,450.. BALANCE OWED $16,500

NEW - HOMES HAVE NOT BEEN MANUFACTURED

 Make any plan design changes you desire!
 Comes with Complete Building Blueprints &
Construction Manual
 Windows, Doors, and Roofing not included
BBB
 NO TIME LIMIT FOR DELIVERY!
A+ Rating
*OFFER NOT AVAILABLE TO AMERICAN LOG HOME DEALERS*

INSTALLS ON NEW
& EXISTING GUTTERS

ter

AFTER LeafFil

ter

BEFORE LeafFil

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

15

%

OFF

YOUR ENTIRE
PURCHASE*

AND!

10

%

OFF

SENIOR & MILITARY
DISCOUNTS

+

5

%

OFF

TO THE FIRST
50 CALLERS!**

Promo Number: 285
CALL US TODAY FOR

A FREE ESTIMATE

1-877-614-6667

Mon-Thurs: 8am-11pm, Fri-Sat: 8am-5pm, Sun: 2pm-8pm EST
*For those who qualify. One coupon per household. No obligation estimate valid for 1 year. ** Oﬀer valid at estimate only. CSLB# 1035795 DOPL #10783658-5501 License# 7656 License# 50145 License# 41354 License#
99338 License# 128344 License# 218294 License# 603 233 977 License# 2102212986 License# 2106212946 License# 2705132153A License# LEAFFNW822JZ License# WV056912 License# WC-29998-H17 Nassau HIC License#
H01067000 Registration# 176447 Registration# HIC.0649905 Registration# C127229 Registration# C127230 Registration# 366920918 Registration# PC6475 Registration# IR731804 Registration# 13VH09953900 Registration#
PA069383 Suﬀolk HIC License# 52229-H

To place a classified ad, call
Margaret Stevens at 703-739-0001

FROM |8

Anthony was hired as
ACPS COO by former interim Superintendent Lois
Berlin after Anthony participated in the joint cityschools task force, which
met during 2017 and was
tasked with finding ways
for ACPS and the city to operate more collaboratively
on budgeting, facilities and
operations.
The final report, presented to City Council in January 2018, months before
Hutchings took over as superintendent, represented an
ambitious new vision for the
school system. The plan was
focused on facilities modernization projects and new
business practices, and it was
one that Anthony was largely
in charge of implementing.
It was a vision Hutchings
didn’t initiate but rather one
he inherited.
After taking the helm of
ACPS, Hutchings began developing his own vision for
the system, which prioritizes issues of equity. Changing course like that in a

“If you know anything about school
divisions, it is very much like moving
an aircraft carrier. You gotta start the
turn a mile before you actually are going to
make the turn … It is going to be difficult
to maneuver forward in the same direction
with what the board had planned and
actually not just the board, the council.”
– Joe Mackolandra,
former ACPS chief of human resources

school division like ACPS is
not an easy task, especially
in the middle of a pandemic,
Mackolandra said.
“If you know anything
about school divisions, it is
very much like moving an
aircraft carrier. You gotta
start the turn a mile before
you actually are going to
make the turn,” Mackolandra said. “… It is going to be
difficult to maneuver forward in the same direction
with what the board had
planned and actually not
just the board, the council.”
With the metaphorical
aircraft carrier still changing
course, many former staff
members acknowledged that

it’s too early to render a verdict on how effective Hutchings’ restructuring will be.
But, the change itself is, in
many ways, beside the point
for these former staff members. They believe Hutchings'
behavior combined with his
handling of the restructuring
have created an air of cynicism and distrust that may
have lasting impacts.
"People aware of the
wealth of experience either
demoted or removed have
said or thought that the only
way to be successful here is
to adopt the motif of ‘Yes sir,
three bags full’ and not make
any waves," Stone said.
-cmelloklein@alextimes.com
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kristen Jones
Y O U R A L E X A N D R I A R E A L E S TAT E S P E C I A L I S T

6570 Old Chesterbrook Rd
Under Contract | $1,400,000

613 S Royal St*
$2,250,000

42 Alexander St
$1,500,000

1521 Spring Gate Dr #10413*
$334,050

533 E Luray Ave
$720,000

401 S Union St
$1,425,000

5 Franklin St
$1,235,000

1653 & 1655 Mount Eagle Pl*
$510,000

18 Pioneer Mill Way*
$2,615,944

225 Strand St #302*
$668,015

5010 Heritage Ln*
$599,900

711 S Lee St*
$880,000

1111 Oronoco St #328
$705,000

ALEXANDRIA SPECIALIST | $33M+ SALES IN 2019
Northern Va Magazine Best Agent 2018-2020
RealTrends Top 1.5% agents in USA & #24 Individual agent in VA
Washingtonian's Best Real Estate Agent 2018-2020
703.851.2556 | kristenjones.com | kristen@kristenjones.com | Licensed in VA
109 S. Pitt Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 | Equal Housing Opportunity | *Represented the Buyer

